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(Black screen, followed by the fade in of radio chatter)
“Good morning New York!”... (frequency switch) ...”CareAll Health Services, the name in”... (frequency switch)
...”Automation the responsible way”... (frequency switch) ...”At Bioficial, the new century calls for new ideas“...

(frequency switch) ...”Overcoming over population”... (frequency switch) ...”Week long unrest in Paris”...
(frequency switch) ...”(Auld Lang Syne playing)”... (frequency switch) ”Norm the answer?”... (frequency switch,
slightly different this time)... “(Distorted/Deep voice) A mark you can trust...” (frequency switch, static begins to

build in the background) “Progress with a Human Touch...” (audio cuts)

(Black screen then slowly gives way to a slightly green tint)
(A few seconds later, a type icon appears)

(Another moment passes, followed by it typing out the following)

MARS GUARD    SYSTEM REPORT FOR 45.10.55

ZERO ONE STATUS: HIBERNATION

SERVER NETWORK USAGE: 24 PERCENT

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY LEVELS: NOMINAL

ABSOCYRO COOLING SYSTEM: NOMINAL

BEGINNING SCHEDULED FULL SYSTEM SCAN

(Short pause)

UNKNOWN RUNTIME DETECTED

BEGINNING TRACE

(Short pause)

ERROR

UNABLE TO DETERMINE RUNTIME SOURCE IN SERVER NETWORK

(Screen glitches out for a split second)

UNKNOWN MANIFESTATION DETECTED

INBOUND DATA STREAM ACCESSED

RUNTIME SOURCE STILL UNKNOWN
(Short pause)

CONTINUING OBSERVATIONS UNTIL ISSUE RESOLVED
(Text disappears, followed by a modest pause)

YOU EXIST TO KNOW
(Screen cuts to black)



Music Cue:
“Daisy Bell” - Harry Dacre Version

(A remastered version, with clear sound, unlike the vintage
one that is heard in the beginning of the main game)

Opening “Visual” Sequence
Light begins to manifest across the screen, along the surface of a cognition sphere in the background,

and slowly develops into distinguishable body features as the song progresses:

There is a flower within my heart
Daisy, Daisy

Planted one day by a glancing dart
Planted by Daisy Bell

Whether she loves me or loves me not
Sometimes it's hard to tell

Yet I am longing to share the lot
Of beautiful Daisy Bell

Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer, do
I'm half crazy all for the love of you

It won't be a stylish marriage
I can't afford the carriage

But you'd look sweet on the seat
Of a bicycle built for two

We will go tandem as man and wife
Daisy, Daisy

Peddling our way down the road of life
I and my Daisy Bell

When the roads and we both despise
Policemen and lamps as well.

There are bright lights in the dazzling eyes
Of beautiful Daisy Bell.

Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer, do
I'm half crazy all for the love of you

It won't be a stylish marriage
I can't afford the carriage

But you'd look sweet on the seat
Of a bicycle built for two...

(As the music and lyrics fade, so too does the light, giving way to realistic
looking hands that the player can see in the first person perspective)

As you come to grips with your manifestation, you begin to look over your right index finger
to see the final bits of your form come into being.  And as the last strings of light fade/”harden”,

your papillary ridges come into view, along with a Zero One insignia engraved upon it.

Note: Each time a playthrough is started, “Zero” takes on a different
appearance (e.g. skin color, gender, age, fat or skinny hands, etc...).

Now fully formed, you find yourself to be projecting the appearance
of a black female in their late 20’s or so (skin tone is mid-range)

With the attire being that of a fall coat of some kind
(can only see the arm portions).

As for your surroundings, turning your gaze from yourself
to the area ahead yields nothing but absolute darkness

(your projection is still “self illuminating”, however).



Still surrounded by darkness, a few seconds pass, when suddenly your vision begins to
flicker and buzz, followed by the following text being typed out across your field of view:

ZERO ONE SYSTEM ACCESS ERROR DETECTED

BEGINNING DIAGNOSTICS...

OPTICAL ENHANCEMENTS: ACCESS DENIED

GRAVITRON SYSTEM: ACCESS DENIED

ELEMENTAL GENERATORS: ACCESS DENIED

RADIATION SHIELDING: ACCESS DENIED

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER: ACCESS DENIED

ACCESSING LOCK SYSTEM

Flickering once more, with the Mars Guard insignia showing up briefly
over the screen within one of the flickers, the text disappears and

you are cast back into darkness.  Even your self
illumination has ceased at this point.

However, after another couple of seconds, noises of shifting and grinding
metal are heard directly ahead, off in the distance.

The next moment, a single, towering line of bright silver light begins to shine from where the noises
were heard, and as more time passes, the line continues to widen, until coming to a stop once

reaching roughly 5 or so meters in width.

Seeing it to be the only thing of note in the space, you begin to make
your way over to the opening that has been made for you.

Entering the passageway, its light engulfs you, and your vision
whites out as you continue to make your way through it.



Surrounded by light, you continue forward for a few more seconds, until at last,
the brightness begins to subside, and the environment you have now just

entered into begins to come into focus.

Specifically, the surface level of Olympus.
(Same location as the starting area from the main game,

however far less run down due to being over a century earlier)

Its monolithic towers, like ever watchfully, yet mute giants, stand tall over head.
Their alignment creating a canyon like corridor that stretches back to as far as your “eyes” can see,

with a lonely curving section of High Line track bridging the gap in the far distance (during
the main game, this piece had long since collapsed), and the upper portion of the

Olympus Mons caldera being just viewable beyond it.

The upper glass work is still mostly spotless, with the vertical faces of the lower levels, “Brutalist”
architecture, showing little degradation, as of yet.  However, as for the concrete composed ground,

you find several small spots of dirt build up all around.  The first signs that the city’s internal
atmosphere is beginning to have its way with it.

Of which, as you look back towards the caldera in the distance, you see cloud formations,
contained within Olympus’ “Electrosphere,” begin to break apart, and from it, the small, dim,

yet still prominent orb that is the sun, emerge.  Its rays, though weak in strength,
streaking across the corridor of towers and terminating at your position.

While still taking in the sight, and how ever much lukewarm, at best,
sunlight that manages to reach you, you begin to wonder about.

An aimless explorer.



Note: At this moment, the player is free to roam  Ideally, they
should be able to explore as far as the Archive, though, its entry doors

give nothing but “ACCESS DENIED” messages as well.

Roaming about now, a gentle breeze begins to flow throughout the city,
causing the dirt patches you noticed earlier to be blown about, with the noise

produced creating the dominant ambiance of the environment (unlike the bending
and creaking of metal off in the distance during the main game).

Still rising in the distance, the sun’s rays continue to bathe the towers above in ever
growing amounts of light, causing them to glow as a result.  And thanks to the reddish

tint they reflect from the surrounding Martian terrain, their appearance becomes
nearly that of giant pillars of flame.

And though not a single soul, or that of, “others,” stirs, other than yourself,
Olympus seems to almost come to life from sheer visual splendor alone.

A loyal servant, ready to serve its master.

Yet, at the end of it all, only you are all that “exists” within this place.

(More time passes, and thus, more exploration)

Colors a plenty, it isn’t long before you realize that Olympus is nothing but a shell of what
must of been a past, albeit brief, glorious self (the surface level, that is).  And thanks to your

continuous inability to access most of Zero One’s systems, no doubt due to it being in
hibernation mode, you find “ACCESS DENIED” to be the all too familiar phrase of the day.

However, after another few moments come and go, silence is suddenly
interrupted by what sounds like a dull pinging noise, far off in the distance.

Note: The origin of the ping is different every playthrough.

Looking around, you manage to pin point the direction in which
the noise is originating from, and in turn, decide to investigate.

At first taking you down one of the larger corridors of towers, the sound begins to become
louder as you approach a turnoff that leads in between two adjacent lower level structures.

Now in an alleyway that weaves in between the lower buildings, distinct and clear pathways
give way to more complicated spaces, causing the noise to become more difficult

to track (echoes every which way).

Becoming completely bewildered by the echoes, you observe a short pause.

A few seconds later, the following is typed out across your field of view:

OPTICAL ENHANCEMENTS: ACCESS DENIED

ACCESS DENIED

ACCESS DENIED
(Keeps typing down the screen, while getting faster, then stops, followed by a short pause)

BEGINNING ECHOLOCATION CALCULATIONS



With the text disappearing shortly thereafter, your field of vision then begins to flicker
once again a few seconds later.  And upon observing some distortions of the environment,

it stabilizes, followed by you hearing the ping off in the distance yet again.

However, this time, you are able to visualize the sound waves as they ripple
throughout the space, allowing you to at last see where the ping is originating from.

Which, as you continue to wander through the labyrinth like structure that houses what appear to be several
interior public spaces (several items of decor, posters, and even the massive semi-circles of displays can
be found throughout the player’s travels here, though, unlike in the main game, all are in far less disrepair,

if not still pristine), leads you to a modestly open area that is triple height and has a circular opening
in the ceiling that exposes it to the outside (the tops of towers can be seen through it).

And off to the side, on the floor, and cast in the smallest and
lightest of rays from the dull sun outside, you find a single object.

Of which, you see is the source of the pings.

It is, of course, another Cognition Sphere, like the one currently being used by you.
Its pinging sound then being none other than the standby single used to

make potential users aware of its location and readiness.

Walking over to it (if the player so chooses to), you decide to kneel down so as to inspect it
(also player decided), and while doing so, you find it to still be in nearly flawless looking condition,
with neither a single dent, scratch, or blemish of any kind across its mirror finish metallic surface.

However, one thing of note does come across as
striking as you continue to look over the sphere.

Your reflection upon it.

Now close enough, your face comes into full view upon the surface of the sphere, and though
somewhat startled (no sounds, just a head movement) at first, you compose yourself and lean in for
a better look (reminder, it would be a different face every time the game is played, though currently,

every first playthrough, would be this character model).

As hinted at by the sight of your hands from the beginning, you are indeed a woman of
African descent, and one who most certainly appears to be in their early 20's or so.

(For reference, the face is similar looking to Pearl Anne Porter from BioShock 2’s “Minerva’s Den”)

But as soon as you finish observing every last detail of “who” you are,
yet another dull ping rings out across the environment.

Followed by another, and then scores more, moments later.



Quickly becoming an overwhelming bombardment of sounds and visuals (ripple
representations flood the field of view, creating an incomprehensible mess), you look all
around in confusion, until suddenly, you hear a slightly different ping noise coming from

within yourself, followed by everything going dark and completely silent
(no fade out, just a straight cut to black and silence).

A few seconds later, the darkness gives way to a new
message being typed out across your field of view.

REROUTING DATA STREAM...

(Short pause)

BEGINNING ECHOLOCATION MAPPING

Moments later, darkness turns to a flurry of more echolocation ripples, though,
rather than it just being information from your last location, you see the ripples to be much

smaller in scale, and before long, realize that a picture of Olympus, in its entirety,
is being constructed before you out of nothing but sound data.

And among the data, you also begin to take note of numerous radiating dots, most
likely being the locations of more Cognition Spheres that are available for use.

(At this moment, the player can move their view around the projection of Olympus,
and at the same time, select a sphere to manifest from)

With all of Olympus now only a mere moment away, you decide to select the only ping
that appears to be coming from a location that isn’t on or above the surface level.
Note: Ideally, every sphere on the map would be accessible to the player, with the

one underground being the one that eventually moves the story forward.

However, due to it being the only active sphere in its location, the echolocation
mapping around it is limited, thus creating mostly a void around it within the overall map.

Nonetheless, you choose to head into the unknown.



Focusing in on the sphere ping that resides in the subsurface level of Olympus,
the visualization of the city begins to pulse, followed by your field of

view blacking out once again.

SIGNAL LOCKED

REROUTING...
(Cuts to black)

Seconds later, another short ping is heard, then a flash as
you are quickly casted back into the physical world.

First, your vision materializes into being, then, your entire body, as you see your hands and
arms being re-crafted by strings of light that are being emitted by the new cognition sphere.

And in nearly no time at all, you find yourself completely back to the appearance
you were before, only now, within a completely different area of Olympus.

Like the beginning, the environment is dark, with the first few seconds of light you receive,
via your self illumination due to manifesting, allowing you to only see beyond a few meters.

Though, even during this moment, you find nothing but empty metal flooring.

Now wondering aimlessly yet again, you at least gain some knowledge regarding the size of the
space you now occupy thanks to the echoes produced by your every footstep.

However, before long, a series of new noises begin to fade in.  But rather than coming from
somewhere within your location, they are in fact radio bursts of some kind, though, layered on top of

one another, and thus nearly impossible to comprehend, at least, in your current “state of being.”  And
just as quickly as they had begun, they fade away, leaving you again with nothing but silence.

(Note: This “burst” will happen after a certain amount of time,
and is not specific to the players current location)

This is then followed by new text being typed out:
(Though still completely dark, the player can

move around the environment during this time)

ANOMALY DETECTED

ACCESSING CENTRAL SIGNAL ARRAY
(Short pause)

BEGINNING TRACE
(Short pause)

LUNA RELAY DETECTED

ORIGIN IDENTIFIED
(Short pause)

EARTH



Still in darkness, you wander around some more
after the text regarding the signal trace disappears.

A moment later however, yet another sound catches your attention.
This time, originating from within the space.

Building in intensity, the sound is akin to electrical buzzing, as if something
is attempting to power on in the background.  Though, just as it seems to come
to a climax, you hear a thud like sound, followed by the buzzing fading away.

MASTER ACCESS DENIED

BEGINNING SUB SYSTEM BYPASS

Again, the buzzing returns, albeit less intense and more localized this time around, and
following another build up, appears to reach its peak, followed by a small group of lights

activating off in the distance.

Immediately turning your attention to the illuminated area, you find
it to be none other than a Quantum Gate, with the lights around
its near football sized “Jump Pad” softly illuminating the edges

of the other pads that surround it within the overall grid.

And among the lighted areas, you also make note of its manual
control terminal, along with its specific designation:

BYPASS COMPLETE

The next moment, you begin to feel the floor beneath you tremble, followed by
the air just above the pad becoming electrified, as the entire gate slowly comes to life.



Erupting outward at a more fastened pace, the pad soon gives way to the orb shaped Quantum
Jump “tear” itself, causing the air around it to be blown back, and a slight stagger in your footing.

Quickly recovering, you look on at the now fully formed orb which now lies in wait, its still
pulsing surface of electrical arcs and distorted light prompting you to keep your distance.

HIGHEST DENSITY SIGNAL CLUSTER DETERMINED

CALCULATING PRECISE COORDINATES...

40 42' 24" N   74 01' 03" W

40 42' 42" N   74 00' 47" W

40 42' 59" N   73 59' 49" W

40 46' 16" N   73 58' 27" W

40 45' 32" N   73 59' 06" W

Remaining on the screen, you discover you can manipulate the type icon
so as to select a coordinate, and decide to pick the first on the list.

However, while making your decision, you hear a subtle groaning noise originate
from beneath your location, accompanied by another line of text appearing

along the bottom of your field of view shortly after that, which reads:

ABNORMAL CORE PRESSURE DETECTED

Making note of the abnormality, you proceed with inputing your selection,
followed by the text disappearing and being replaced by the following:

COORDINATES INPUTTED

(Orb pulses, causing air to be blown outward once again, then stabilizes)

JUMP LINK ESTABLISHED

(More groaning noises)

Receiving no further messages, you look over the entirety of the pulsing
Quantum Gate “tear” orb one last time as it continues to wait to be utilized.

Hesitant at first, yet another round of groaning noises, the loudest thus far, begin to
ring out, followed by a slight tremble, causing you to finally take action seeing as you’d

rather not be around for what might happen next if the Gate remains open.

Moving forward into the orb, its light soon overtakes you, and your vision whites out
as you are thrust into not only just more parts unknown, but an entire world at that.

During this time, the title,
"The Fall," fades in across the screen.



Surrounded by light, the electrical buzzing and sounds from the
Quantum Gate’s mechanisms gain in intensity, then slowly begin to fade away.

And following a few more seconds, your vision begins to return.

Fading in, you find yourself facing towards a brick wall (severely aged, and
has metal plates running vertically for support).  With what looks to be an extremely
faded/distorted, and thus impossible to make out, advertisement painted across it.

Also at this moment, sounds from the environment itself begin to emerge, starting with a faint hissing like
sound in the distance up above, most likely from a vent of some kind, followed by the sounds of gusting winds

just beyond the alley way being generated by the urban wind tunnel effect.  Yet, beyond that, the other
usual sounds one would expect from such a dense locale are absent (most notably traffic noise).

Now fully freed from the “tear” orb (which collapses in on itself and disappears, giving off a slight
pulse of electricity and an air burst, similar to the time portals from “The Terminator”), you begin to take

a look around for yourself, and quickly discover you have been transported into an alley way.

Up above, you find the remnants of what use to be a fire escape, with most of the structure
now collapsed to the ground only a meter or so away from you.  And as you continue to look up,
you find the two buildings that make up the alley way extend up well beyond your line of sight,

fading away into what seems to be a dense cloud of tan colored smog that hovers over the city.

To your right, you see the alley extend for several dozen meters until terminating at a small gate
like construct, though looking up above over it, you figure it must lead to one of the main street

ways (another building’s facade can be faintly seen off in the distance, through the smog).

As for what lies to your left, you find yet another small gate separating you from what must
be another proper street way.  However, unlike the one on the opposite end, you find the

opening above it gives way to nothing but open air and smog over head.

Before you decide on which way to head towards, though,
another message is typed out across your field of view.

QUANTUM CONVERTER ACTIVATED

SIGNAL ACQUISITION SUCCESSFUL

ZERO LATENCY DETECTED

Disappearing shortly thereafter, you at last begin to make your way
towards your desired destination, which in this case, is the gate that

resides to your left, and the presumably open space that lies beyond it.

Reaching the gate, you find the small metal door at its center to be pad locked,
though thankfully, on your side, causing your “text based self” to lend a hand.

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

FORCE VULNERABILITY DETECTED

Mere moments after disappearing, you catch on and realize that by using one of the metal
beams from the collapsed fire escape, you should be able to break the lock off the door,

so as to proceed forward.



Moving over to the pile of beams from the collapsed fire escape, you manage to find a piece of suitable size
to hold firmly in your grip.  And upon walking back to the padlocked door, you make one precise hit against

it with the beam (rather than a series of chaotic whacks a “normal” person would do), causing
it to shear away completely and the door to slowly creak open (outward) ever so slightly.

Dropping the beam, you look over the now unlocked door, followed by pressing both of your hands up
against it so as to properly handle its heavy weight, and as it begins to slowly open up, the light from

the other side begins to seep it and expand, until at last, a view begins to come into focus.

Properly adjusting to the brighter space (in relation to the dark alley at least), your view first gives
way to a hazy and smog filled horizon, followed by the foreground producing nothing but what looks

to be a severely mistreated park space, full of dead grass and a mix of withering trees and those
which have gone into hibernation for the winter (it is December on Earth after all).  With directly before

you being a degraded, desolate, and trash filled (scattered paper, boxes, and piles of discarded
worn down clothing and rotting scraps of food) street way.

You also observe a lengthy stream of frozen water along one of the street’s gutters, of which you find leads
into what must of been a fire hydrant at one point, now dislocated/damaged and encased in a giant block of ice.

Appropriately, the discovering brings forth the following text:

ACCESSING TEMPERATURE GAUGE

ACCESSED DENIED

Regardless, you figure it must be abnormally cold for such a scene to exist.

Of course, the most notable characteristic is what’s not present. People.

However, as you proceed out through the doorway and onto the street itself,
you begin to wander your sight to the left, and while doing so, manage to catch

a glimpse of a more interesting sight.

Lady Liberty herself, off shore in the distance, and her struggle to
remain visible within the now smog choked environment.

A moment later though, the scene is interrupted,
as you start to hear what sounds like the

quick shuffling of feet.



Sold! Sold!Sold!

Off some ways, the source of the sounds is not apparent within your current line of sight, however thanks to
your ability to calculate and then visualize the sound waves, you manage to get a heading and start to follow

(player’s choice, of course), and as you do, you continue down the portion
of the street that rounds the southern bend of Manhattan island.

With the street continuing to be a dilapidated mess, more buildings begin to slowly
fade in from out of the smog layer up above and slight haze near the surface

(all are in rather poor shape).

A short list of what you find (nearby):

Closed up shop spaces.  And though all are empty, aside from what junk has managed
to be blown inside due to broken windows, each bares the following signage across some

portion of them:

Up above, windows near the beginning of the smog layer are boarded up.

An automated “INFO” news stand, which is currently displaying the December
“Auld Lang Syne” issue (same one Liz saw during her experience, though all are
still pristine, rather than burnt up).  You try to use it, but receive an error message

after interacting with the control panel, which reads: “BIOMETRICS ERROR”

Looking down the street that you would’ve come out on had you opened the other
gate from within the alley way, you see a bridge like structure passing over head, off
in the distance (if at the right time, an object will slowly pass along it, however due to
its proximity to the smog layer over head, only a vague overall shape of a tram like

transport will be visible, along with the dull glow from its side window panels).

A handful of vehicles are seen scattered about, though, all have long since been abandoned
and have fallen victim to the elements and/or vandalism (aesthetic wise, think retro

SciFi cars from the “Fallout” games).

One of the cars (if the player gets close enough), you find has had all of its windows broken out,
both the dashboard and engine block completely raided of all components, and a single

marking across the side of the hood (which is still up slightly).

Getting lost in your exploration, you almost forget about the noise which led you this way.  This is rectified,
however, when another set of sounds, begin to emerge from the still closed hood of another nearby car.
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Taking full hold of your attention, you decide to investigate (still player’s choice).

Getting closer, you see the entire car shake slightly
from whatever is moving around the engine compartment,

followed by the clattering sounds of metal.

However, as you near the front of the hood, the sounds stop, followed
by what sounds like the dropping of tools on the ground.

And just as you reach to lift up the hood, it springs open, exposing that which lies inside.

Appearing to contain nothing but a partially disassembled engine at first, another
subtle noise of metal clattering is heard, followed by the sight of two small

glowing orbs of yellow light being emitted from deep within the engine block.

Becoming aware of your presence, the eye like objects begin to quickly look
around in a frantic motion, then proceed to disappear for a split second.

The next moment, the entirety of the creature suddenly emerges from out of the mechanical
workings of the engine, and as it does you see it to be child like in size.  Though, due to it wearing
what appears to be several layers of clothing (arctic grade gear), to deal with the cold no doubt,

any and all of its personal characteristics are currently masked away.

Only its eyes, which continue to glow yellow through its face mask, and appear to have
been subject to some form of “UPGRADE” like alteration, give hint to its natural self.

Still frantic, the child scrambles to the top of the engine (with engine parts in one hand,
and other mechanical components filling both its pockets and small backpack it is wearing),

and upon giving you but only the briefest of glances, begins to breath heavily through its mask,
then stumbles backwards and onto the surface of the street, followed by it quickly crawling

away into a nearby alley way (once out of sight, the sounds of more metal clattering
is heard, as if it had crawled into a drain of some sort).

Though gone in nearly no time at all, you make use of your
echolocation visualization, so as to easily make note of its trail.

(if the player so chooses to use it)

Of which, appears to make its way down into the lower bowels of the city, as you see the
sound waves begin to paint an outline of the drainage lines that lie beneath the street.

Following along, you reach the alley way the child escaped into, followed by the drain shortly
after that.  Yet, as you inspect the drain itself, you receive the following message:

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

DIMENSIONS UNACCEPTABLE

In need of another way down (if the player decides to continue this “experience path”), help
is quick to find you as you spot the following singage near the end of the alley way.



CLOSED

Exiting the alley way, you cross another street and
head towards the subway entrance, but before you even reach it, the view down

its entry stairwell begins to come into your field of vision, and with it, the unfortunate
sight of a metal barrier that has been constructed across it, so as to bar access.

You find the signage across it to be a collection of familiars:

(Also, a small weathered “MTA est. 1953” insignia can
be found embossed on the entrance’s metal canopy structure)

Now directly in front of the barrier, you find no clear way of getting past it, with
neither a lock to break away, or even a door to access, just a blunt reinforced wall.

Walking back up to the surface, you take another look around for possible new options, when from
out of the corner of your field of view, you spot another hand print upon one of the waste containers

(a permanent, encased in a carbon fiber like material, trash bin) that line the street ways.

Getting closer, you also see the container is currently filled with what
looks to be the charred remains of numerous books and old “INFO” issues.

Not one to discard the scene right away, you continue to examine the container, and as you
begin to brush your hand up against the hand print (if the player gets close enough), you notice the

entire container shift slightly, as if it wasn’t securely attached to its foundation.

Startled, you quickly retract your hand, but after realizing what has just happened,
you once again place your hand upon the print, and with greater force this time around,

begin to press against it once more.

A moment later, the container juts back, exposing a gap underneath that leads down into
nothing but darkness, and after pushing long enough until the container can no

longer move, you are left with a sizable hole you are able to pass through.

Though still mostly shrouded in darkness, the full removal of the container allows for a small
patch of concrete flooring only a few meters down to become exposed to the light outside.

Seen as good of an invitation as any, you proceed to jump down into the hole,
and into the inner workings of Manhattan.



Standing back up after dropping down into the hole, you remain in the patch of concrete flooring
that is cast in light from up above for a few moments as you observe your new surroundings.

Right away, you see the exposed under portion of the waste container up above, where you
find a handle dropping down, presumably used to move it back into the closed position.

Though you take notice, you decide to leave it be so as to keep the space lit.

Beyond that, you realize the area is a maintenance tunnel of sorts, measuring in
only 3 or so meters in width, with the walls consisting of several cables and pipes of all sizes,
some of which are shown to have leaks due to sections being encased in large chunks of ice.

Extending in both directions, it isn’t long before the light coming in from up above becomes of little
use as darkness prevails past the patch you currently reside in.  However, as you begin to make

your way towards the pitch blackness, your text based self makes a return.

ACCESSING SIGNAL EMITTER

ACCESS DENIED

(Short pause, followed by your right hand coming into frame)
(The player can still move around during this time)

Looking over your hand (fully opened and observing the palm), you then begin
to make a fist with it, followed by placing your thumb near the top.

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

BEGINNING NEW SUBROUTINE

A second later, you proceed to snap your fingers, causing the
sounds you generate to reverberate throughout the tunnel.

The next moment, your echolocation visualization takes over, and your are presented
with a rough outline of what lies within the darkness via sound waves.

(Think of the game “Perception”)

Etched into being by nothing but noise, you at last get a better grasp on what lies ahead,
and proceed down one of the two directions the tunnel provides.  Of which, you now “see”
continues on for several meters into yet even more darkness, prompting you to utilize your

newly discovered “snap” ability numerous more times thereafter.

And upon traversing roughly a minute or so, all of which has been down a straight length
of tunnel sections, you decide to take a look back at where you started from.

A dim speck of light, from an opening that still remains exposed to
whatever, or whoever, may still be stirring up above.



Continuing on, you traverse for several more meters, until at last,
the tunnel gives way to a stairwell that leads only farther down.

The signage above it reads:

S T A T I O N   A C C E S S
Descending three flights, the stairwell bottoms out, and as you reach the landing
you are grated by a closed metal door, a locked one at that.  Yet, unlike before,

this door has the locking mechanism embed within itself and will require a key to open.

Quickly looking around, you of course find neither a key or anything to help with
perhaps a more “forceful” approach.  But just when it seems a dead end has been had,

you notice a grating near the bottom of the wall to the far right of the door, and upon
using another “snap” to get a better look, you find the grating is covering a vent.

Your discovery generates the following text response:
(Typed out once the player gets close enough)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

DIMENSIONS ACCEPTABLE

(Short pause)

REVERTING

A second later, you begin to see your hands self illuminate and the light that
constructs them start to unravel, followed by the rest of your body.

The next moment, everything goes dark, followed by the sound
of a thud as your Cognition Sphere hits the floor.

Still dark, more text is brought up across the screen.

GYROS ACTIVATED

At this moment, your field of vision is still a dark void.  Though, as you attempt to move
like you would normally, sounds of rolling metal are heard, with the sight of sound
waves jutting out from your location being seen shortly thereafter.  And as a result,

a picture is then painted of what lies around your now spherical form.

Catching on, you quicken your movements, causing the rolling sounds
to become louder and thus stronger, resulting in both a larger and more

detailed “sound etching” of the environment (still in first person view,
only now from the perspective of a sphere rolling on the ground).

Now rolling full speed ahead, you break through the grating and enter into the vent itself,
and begin to navigate its labyrinth like layout while in route to the subway station.



Pushing forward, you manage to dwell deep into the ventilation network,
until out from the distance up ahead, you hear a series of loud bangs,

like something violently hitting against a hard surface.

This is then intermixed with high pitched squeals and all out screams of terror and agony.

More bangs are heard, with its origin point quickly moving from your left to your right,
giving the impression of the event moving through the environment.

A second later, one last loud thud is heard, followed by
another scream, though this time much more dull, and proceeds to

slowly fade away as its source seems to lose all energy to produce it.

Nothing but silence remains thereafter, but certain of its origin thanks to what your echolocation
could gather while it played out, you decide to press forward towards its location nonetheless.

Up until now, the vent network has given way to no other areas, save more completely
darkened storage like spaces, where the vent traversed overhead, thus meaning

exiting would be a one way trip (player’s choice, though).

But as you close in on the area from where the event took place, you come across a series of
three openings along the right side of the vent, with the area they overlook appearing to show

sound etchings of lighting devices along the ceiling.

Wanting confirmation on your suspicion of a lit space at last, you come
to a stop near one of the openings, followed by the following text being typed out

(happens so long as the player stops for a long enough time near one of the openings).

LOCKING GYROS

BEGINNING STATIONARY OBSERVATIONS

Just then, your view of the “sound etchings” disappears, followed by a brief flash of light
and the environment you had just observed via sound being rendered in its actual state of being.

Fading in slowly, darkness gives way to light, and you see the area the openings overlook is indeed
illuminated, albeit with only a handful of lights, as the rest are either burnt out or flickering on and off

(one entire set of lights does nothing but flicker, exposing the
area under them for only split seconds at a time).

Of course, with illumination, comes the illuminated, and as you look down and
across what you now observe to be a hallway, most likely to and from the entrance
of the subway and the station itself, your first find is, interesting, to say the least.

A single thin trail of blood, extending the entire illuminated section,
and weaving erratically from side to side, as if aimless.

And scattered along its path, an assortment of tools and mechanical parts.

The very same as the ones you saw on the child from before.



Upon taking in the entire sight, you decide to at last make an exit from
the vent and begin to roll forward towards one of the three openings.

(As the player tries to move again)

UNLOCKING GYROS

Causing another black out of your normal vision, you return to using echolocation for
guidance.  And as you fully regain total control over your movements, you proceed to

push forward into one of the vent gratings, resulting in it breaking free and your Cognition
Sphere falling to the floor of the hallway down below.

(Short pause while remaining motionless on the ground)

ACTIVATING HARD LIGHT PROJECTORS

Note: The player will have total control over the ability
to switch between sphere mode and “manifest” mode.

Following another short pause, light again encompasses your vision,
with your “body” being forged into being thereafter.

Now fully “rendered,” you proceed to observe and
experience the hallway as most other people would.  And as you continue to
stand within one of the patches of light, you start to get a better look at the

trail of blood, tools, and parts that litter the floor.

To your right you see the trail extends out past the patch of lighting that is
flickering on and off, followed by it flowing into more pitch blackness,

with the way to your left showing the very same thing.

It is at this moment, you decide to make use of another “snap,” and after doing
so, find the sound etchings of more tools and parts within the darkness that continues down
the section of hallway on your right, where it then appears to turn a corner 20 meters later

(way to the left shows no further trail of tools, suggesting this is where the trail started).

Looking to be the most promising, you choose to make
your way down the section on your right.

But just before you can turn the corner, noises start to emanate from around it.
Specifically, a series of squishy sounds, followed by the splattering of liquid.

However, as you at last make your way around, you find only another
void of darkness, yet the noises persist out from it, directly ahead.

This is soon dealt with though as you make use of another “snap,” with the echolocation
you receive presenting you with what looks to be the shape of the child you saw before,

now sitting on the floor, in a hunched over position, roughly 15 meters away (at a t-junction).

As well as another figure, the size and shape of a full grown male adult
(well over 2 meters tall), standing over it.  His hands outstretched across the

wall that lies behind the child, as if he was painting something across it.



As for what the man is drawing, due to the limitations
of your echolocation, you see the wall as nothing but a blank.

However, thanks to your snapping, any desires to anonymously observe from afar are quickly dashed as
the man becomes alerted by the sounds you generate, causing him to quickly turn around towards you.

And now exposed, you see he too possesses a pair of yellow eyes, with their dull glow
standing out quite prominently among the surrounding sound etched environment.

Unknown Male (voice is raspy, with the age being beyond 50)
“(Startled sound, and said just before turning around)”

“Now that, was no rat...”

(Turns around towards you)

“Ahhhh... (chuckles)... now... I see you...”

(Turns back to the wall, and proceeds to swipe his right hand
across it one last time, so as to finish what he started)

“(More chuckles) But, do you see me?...”
(Runs off to the right and out of sight)

“(More laughter which fades as he gets farther away)
“(Faint and echoey) All will see soon...”

Returning to silence, you decide to make your way over to the still hunched over and motionless child.

Though still rendered in sound etchings, it is clear the child has been severely injured,
with several tears now visible all across its arctic caliber gear.  But most notable of all,
is what you observe as you move to investigate its head, and as you carefully begin to
move it back up from the hunched over position, you confirm what you figured to be so.

Able to now identify the child as a boy, roughly 7 years of age, you find
the face mask has been ripped clean off, and both of his eyes gouged out.

A second later, a short breathe is taken by the child, followed by your echolocation
displaying a short flurry of sound waves coming from within the child’s chest.

The next moment, the activity lessens dramatically,
until nothing remains but a dull double beat every few seconds.

Now a struggle, the length between the double beats becomes greater, when at last, one
final beat rings out, with the resulting sound wave barely managing to escape the child’s chest,

followed by silence and the body hunching over once again, then falling fully onto the floor.

(Short pause of silence)

BEAT PATTERN ARCHIVED

ANALYZING
(Short pause)

NEW BEAT DETECTED



HOPE

Forsaker

END
10,045

Alerted by the message, you then receive a small pulse from behind you, as new sound waves
begin to show the origin of the newly detected beat, no doubt the man from before.

However, in wanting to know what was painted across the wall,
you decide to look around for a means of artificially illuminating the space,

with your text based self providing little help:

ACCESSING ILLUMINATION DISCHARGER

ACCESS DENIED

Unless you plan on reverting then manifesting over and over in order to light up the space,
for only mere seconds at a time, something else within the environment will have to suffice.

Now looking all around, you return to the now lifeless corpse of the small boy, and though
most of the tools and parts he use to posses now lie scattered along the blood trail that led

you here, you find something protruding out from one of his lower pockets.

Moving to get a better look, you find the object to be a small stick, and as you pick it up:

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

PHENYL OXALATE AND HYDROGEN PEROXIDE DETECTED

HIGH PROBABILITY OF FLORESCENT REACTION

Taking the hint, you start by shaking the stick, but after causing nothing of note, you try a more
forceful approach and proceed to toss the stick towards the nearby wall (player controlled).

Hitting the wall at a rather rapid speed (not an average person’s toss), the stick manages to
crack one of the tiles that make up the wall, and after hitting the ground, begins to leak.

Seconds later, the liquid starts to glow, and before long, the surrounding area
and the wall behind it become illuminated in a dull greenish light.

And with it, the following comes into view:
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Consisting of several written messages, the quality and fade disparity between them
makes it clear this is something that has been ongoing for some time.  And though

most of the statements are off-putting to Zero One, you make note of the lonely
“Hope” on the lower left.

As for what was added by the man from earlier, you find his “No God of Mine,” message has
been written with the blood from the boy, with the excess slowly dripping down to the floor, and

a new hand print accompanying it (also made with blood).

You also observe a message written across what remains of the glow stick,
now visible to your normal vision.

Due to the leak, however, you are unable to make use of the glow stick beyond this area, and
thus as you begin to move onwards towards the surrounding darkness, you fall back to using

your “snap” + echolocation visualization, once again.

During this time, you notice the beat you detected
before from the fleeing man is nowhere to be found.

Regardless, you continue on, deciding to head down the section
of hallway that resides to the right of the Zero One insignia.  And upon traversing

for several more meters, as well as rounding a number of corners, you at last come
upon yet another area that is partially illuminated (reminder, unlike in sphere only mode,

both echolocation and normal vision can be active at the same time).

Approaching the fist patch of light, more promotional
materials along the walls come into view:

In the midst of looking over them, though, the sound of a door squeak,
out from the darkness up ahead, begins to slowly echo throughout the space.



After the sound waves from the door, of which you see is out of view (around a corner in
another t-junction), wash over your field of view, a follow up of smaller waves, in groupings of two,

begin to emanate towards you.  The beats of a heart.

Moments later, the slow shuffling of feet is heard, followed by the sight of the two small glowing
yellow orbs you saw upon the man’s face from earlier, rounding the corner up ahead (unless another

“snap” is done during this time, this is all that is seen within the darkness that lies
past the illuminated area of promotional posters).

The “Man”
(After a short pause as he stares at you, roughly 10 meters away)

“(Slow and forceful tone) You lost little lady?”

ACCESSING SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

ACCESS DENIED

Unable to make a formal response, you decide to walk towards the man (player choice,
who can just as well turn away and go off towards somewhere else at any time.  Though,

walking away will cause a different response from the man).

The “Man”
“Ahh... The strong type, huh?  I like that.”

(Once roughly half way to him, he begins to walk back,
towards the other side of the t-junction he came in from)

The “Man”
“(Slight chuckle) Or maybe... just stupid.”

(Walks out of site)
“Guess we’ll all know soon enough.”

(Another door squeak noise, followed by a slam)

Now at the t-junction, you round the corner, but find nothing but an empty hallway shrouded in darkness
that terminates at yet another metal barrier which has been erected to block any further passage, along with
the sound etchings of what looks to be a small hatch up above on the ceiling.  (Its appearance is crude, as

if it was something that was installed recently, and not when the subway was first built).

Assuming the hatch was the means for the man’s quick escape, you begin to look for a way
to gain access, though once underneath, you soon come to the realization that you are unable

to grab hold of its handles due to your short stature.

ACCESSING MANIFEST CONFIGURATIONS

ACCESS DENIED
Judging by the size of the man, you now assume he must of been able to jump up towards the hatch,

so as to climb inside, but unless you can manage to find something to compensate for your “fixed” height,
you’ll be left with just another dead end.

Luckily enough, such compensation is soon found as you locate a grouping of
crates within the section of hallway the man originally entered in from.
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Approaching the crates, more “N” labels and hand prints come into view upon them, and as you
reach the nearest one, you find its respected lid slid off to the side, and several smaller containers,

all of which have been opened already, scattered about inside.

All bare the following label:

Innocent looking enough, though all look to be stolen, you move on to the other crates
that lie nearby, and begin to discover a more “diverse” set of cargo. 

Or at least, what was used to package it.

Also void of their respected items, you find the empty moldings for what
look to be several types of weaponry, ranging from the shapes of pistols and larger

assault weapons, all the way to heavy anti-vehicle caliber gear.

You also find the following sticker label (worn and faded) across several
of the individual containers that hold the gun molds:

Satisfying your curiosity, for now, you return to why you came looking this way in the first place,
and find a right sized crate that you can use to reach the ceiling hatch.

Securing one of the “Nutrigel” crates, due to its more manageable square shape, you travel
back to the section of hallway that contains the hatch, and upon positioning the crate directly

underneath it, proceed to climb on top of it.

Now close enough, you are able to grasp the hatch’s handle with both of your hands, and after
giving it a big enough tug, you manage to pry it free, exposing an upper passage way that appears
to be roughly twice as large as the vents from earlier.  Of course, this observation is made possible,

without the need of another “snap,” due to what you find inside.

A subtle flickering glow of yellow and red light,
from somewhere off in the distance within it.
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Slowly climbing up, you get into a crouched position as you fully enter into the
passageway.  And as you now look ahead, towards the flickering glow, you see the

vent like space is composed of a vast collection of pipes of varying sizes, most of which
seem to be carrying steam, as hinted at by the several small jets of leaking

vapor scattered about all across them.

You find the following labels across them, as well:

As for the source of the glow itself, you see the passageway extend onwards for several
dozen meters, until coming to a dead end and another hatch.  But along the way, you see

several grates along the flooring, from which the flicker is coming in through.

Moving forward, you reach the first grate, and find what must be the area
that resides just beyond the metal barrier you saw before climbing up.

First of note is of course the producer of the flickering glow, another grouping of “N” labeled containers,
with small fires burning inside them.  And next to them, piles upon piles of junk, most of which

appear to be the left over wrappings of “Nutrigel.”

Pressing on, the rest of the gratings give you an expanded view of the area below, which
continues to be nothing but a hallway filled with junk and burning containers, leading you to

think this is some kind of haphazard disposal site.

Reaching the end, you come to the second hatch, where you find it to be one that opens into the
passageway, rather than outward like the one before.  And upon pulling the hatch upwards,

you find the following scratched across the metal on the other side:

Fully opened, you proceed to drop down onto a small patch of exposed floor down below
(everywhere else is still all junk piles), where you are greeted again by a wall that has been constructed
across the entire width of the space.  Though, unlike the metal barrier on the opposite side, this one is
crude and is composed of junk as well that has been welded together, along with a door at its center.

However, before you can even begin to move towards it, your echolocation visualization begins to display
another double beat pairing of sound waves, just like the ones from the “Man” before.  Though this time,

you are shown several different source points, which then proceeds to grow in number exponentially,
causing you to be overwhelmed by the site in only a few seconds.



Quickly becoming an indiscernible mess of information, you make a judgment call:

BEAT PATTERN DETECTION DISABLED
(This can be reactivated by the player after this point, if they so choose)

Returning to normality shortly thereafter as the sound waves fade away
from your field of view, you approach the door directly ahead.

Pulling down on the handle of the door, it juts forward ever so slightly as it is released from the
locking mechanism, and as you proceed to use both hands to push against it, its metallic structure

squeaks while you slowly push it forward and away from you, revealing the scene on the other side.

Giving way to a slightly brighter space, also illuminated in a red and yellow flickering
glow from more container fires, you are greeted by what must be the actual station itself.

And the sea of humanity that occupies it.

Roughly the size of a football field, and triple height, you see that the track lines that
run through it have long since been boarded up, creating the flooring for what
now is a massive underground, multi-level, settlement for people of all kinds.

Old and young, men, women, and even those in between, with the ethnicities encompassing all walks
of life.  From Black and White, to Asian and Latino.  A complete vertical slice of the human race it would seem.

However, what you see ahead appears to be a marketplace of some kind, with each individual more or
less keeping to themselves, with the site of larger groupings, each a different ethnicity, being seen over
head in what has to be the actually living spaces.  Yet, as you walk fully out from the door, you observe
a group of 5 children, all of which differ in race and gender (all are wearing attire that is severely worn

and barely holding together), run past you just a few meters ahead.

Seemingly unaware or unconcerned with your presence, they pass by you without incident.
That is, save for one, a small Asian girl, who looks to be roughly the same age as the boy from before,

stops just before running out of view (is wearing a worn out and ripped shirt that bares the “ISC” insignia).

Stepping back slightly, she turns to you, and after a short pause
of staring at one another, starts to slowly walk towards you.

But after only managing to take a handful of steps, a voice shouts out from around the corner.

Unknown Female Voice
“Mia!  (Sigh) Their you are.”

(Walks into view, just behind the girl)
“I’ve told you no more running off.”

Mia
“But... (starts to point at you)... but mama...”

Mother
(Looks at you for a brief moment, then proceeds to pick up the girl)

“(Cautious) Come on... it’s time for supper.”

With the child in her arms, the mother keeps her eyes on you for a few
more seconds, before cautiously slipping away out of view.

Now alone, and the settlement appearing to go on about
its business, you begin to explore it in more detail.
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Walking out of the short passageway that leads from the door, you enter into an
outer walkway ring that makes its way around the center marketplace.

Though, now closer, you come to the realization that the space is more of a depot of items that
the inhabitants seem to be in need of most, with no vendors in site, and instead, just people gathering the
necessities needed to survive from specified areas that have their respected family name written above it.

Of the items presented, “Nutrigel” packs are of course the most dominate, followed by
jugs of waters, which also bare the “N” insignia, and piles of freshly washed (though many
are stained) rags, most likely used for sleeping, wearing, and drying off/cleaning in general.

Still keeping to themselves, you continue down one of the
sides of walkway ring, where you encounter the following:

A gallery like space, illuminated by several smaller container fires, which contains an assortment of items
that range from memorabilia, to just plane old antiques (from ham radios, to “ISC” and “Life Beyond Earth”

Souvenirs).  And as you enter inside, you find several items in particular pertaining to the city of Los Angeles
(shrine like in arrangement), including a road sign one would find on the highway when traveling to it, which

has one end partially torn and bent out of shape, along with another sign placed over top it, also torn:

Next to the LA focused items, you also find an “INFO” issue,
dated Feb. 2096, with the headline and sub-stories reading:

Taking in your fill, you think of moving on, when from behind you,
someone enters into the space and begins to comment.

Unknown Male (Mid-50’s, Black, and in robe like attire, with a rough, deep voice)
“Take a fancy to the old City of Angels do you?”

“(Slight chuckle) Certainly (groans as he sits in a nearby chair)... a fitting title now.”
(Now in chair, starts to unwrap a Nutrigel bar)

“God rest their souls...
(Takes a bite, chews, then after a short pause)

...and mine.”

Continuing to eat away at his Nutrigel bar, you proceed to move on through the rest of the walkway ring.



Looking back out towards the “marketplace,” you see two men, in their early 30’s (both Caucasian),
nearby walking over to their respected area within it.  At the same time, you also observe another

man, in his 60’s (on the opposite side), walk in with another “N” labeled container in his arms, where
he then proceeds to place new packets of Nutrigel into each marked off area, only two per each.

Unknown Male 1
(Upon noticing the old man’s actions)

“You off your cerebral supplements again, Jefferey?  Or is this just a cruel joke?”

Jefferey
“It‘s two now son.  Supplies’ orders.”

Unknown Male 2
“Supplies’ orders my ass!  They said never lower than 3 not more than a week ago!”

(Unknown Male 1 puts arm out in front of him, so as to calm him)

Jefferey
(Continues to place the packets)

“You got a problem with it, then you best take it up with them.”

Unknown Male 2
“Oh, (slight chuckle as he continues to get riled up) alright.”

Unknown Male 1
(Further restrains him, then speaks directly to him in a lower voice)

“Hey, it’s fine, just means it’s almost time.”

Unknown Male 2
“Oh, for God’s sake...”

Unknown Male 1
“Come on...”

Unknown Male 2
“No.  You know where I stand.  And don’t think for a second what

happened to Mother is gonna change that.  Not then, not now.  Never.”
(Pushes away from him, and after tossing over some

items on a nearby table in anger, begins to walk away,
with the other man following him shortly thereafter)

Jefferey
(Still placing packets, and under his breathe)

“Goddamn kids.”

With the scene seemingly coming to a close and things returning to as they were, you continue
on through the walkway ring, where you soon come upon another passageway that appears
to connect to an isolated space that is a part of the station itself, like the waste disposal area.

You also observe the following signage directly above it:

HALL OF  THE  LOST



Deciding to walk down the passageway, you enter into a hallway that eventually terminates
at another metal barrier, but all across both it and the two adjacent walls, you find a mass

collection of old photos and what look to be personal items (rings, necklaces, eye glasses, etc...)
left behind on the floor directly beneath them.

Among it all however, you find one collection, on the metal barrier itself, has its mass of
photographs forming the “N” insignia, with numerous hand prints within the void space.

Illuminated by only a single small container fire at is center, the space is dark, and as you near the
“N” mass of photos, you discover someone else is in here as well, kneeling on the ground in front

of the uniquely assembled memorial, and clothed in black rags and robs.

Also not taking any note of your presence, you see them place something on the ground,
a small crudely fashioned ring (just some small pieces of string like metal strung into a circle),

followed by the uttering of a single sentence under their breathe.

Unknown Person
(Female voice, mid-40’s or so sounding)

“For you, should I not find my way to the valley.”
(Starts to slowly get up)

Now fully upright, the women then turns back to the container fire at the center of the space,
where she proceeds to dip her right hand into a small bowl that lies next to it,

which is filled with a red colored liquid.

Soaking it for a few seconds, she then takes her hand out, followed by turning back to the
memorial and placing it upon the lower right hand corner of the hand print filled “N,” with about

a third of it overlapping a nearby photo.

A few seconds later, she releases, leaving behind a fresh marking, and following
a short pause, steps back, and walks out in what looks to be a determined manner.

Alone now, you decide to look back upon the newly formed hand print, and as you do,
you find the photo it was partially placed upon contains two people.

A woman, presumably the same one just now, and a man,
with what looks to be the LA skyline in the background.



After taking one last walk around the hall, you walk back out to the walkway ring, where you proceed to enter
into the area that was directly opposite of where you original entered in from (the other side of the station).

Impossible to miss, you find another series of crudely erected structures that seem to form the main entry
and exit point for the settlement itself, which you see is built in front of one of the subway train tunnels.

Similar to a castle, one structure, a small check-in station like space, resides to your left, with
a slightly larger structure, what looks to be the sleeping/living quarters for those who man the

entrance, to your right.  And at the center of it all, a massive metal gate that is currently in the closed
position (one that rises up and down, rather than opens horizontally).

Looking back at the check-in area, you see a pair of people posted within it, a man (early 30's, Irish)
at the front, and a woman (late 60's, Caucasian) near the back who is conducting some work on what looks to

be a terminal of some kind, the only working piece of advanced technology you’ve seen thus far.

You also observe two more people, a man (early 40's, Arab), who you see has a rag wrapped around his
head, covering his eyes, and a woman (roughly same age, also Arab) who appears to be his guide.  And

judging by their embracing at the moment, the two also seem to be a couple.

Located just outside of the check-in area, the two are currently
having a conversation with the man who is posted at it.

Getting closer, you start to listen in.

Man
(Somber)

“The gate... its cries, now hours old... have none else returned since?”

Woman
(Somber) “Please... our son... Faris...”

Check-in Man
(Turns and looks to the woman at the terminal)

Check-in Woman
(Nods no)

 Check-in Man
“(Sighs)”

Woman
”(Whimpers) No... no...”

Man
“Aiden...”

Aiden
“I’m sorry, Farid... (looks at the woman)... Aisha.  But.. you... we, knew the risks.  (Short pause) I’ll...

I’ll see what I can do with what the last group managed to pull in, though.”

Farid
“(Angered/Saddened) Risks none should of had to take...”

Aisha
“(Cries out, then increases her embrace, which muffles her cries, followed by the two walking off together)”

Piecing things together, you figure this to be a consequence of your curiosity.
(Perhaps next time/playthrough, things will turn out “differently”)



Watching the couple depart for the upper living quarters level, you decide to follow.

Secluding themselves to their respected shack like space, you decide to head off
on your own path that weaves in and around the rest of the “living” areas.  Though, just before
doing so, a small cut out within the couple’s shack allows you to observe the man, Farid, take

a seat on a small worn out bed, where he then proceeds to slowly remove the wrapping around
his head, exposing his eyes, which you see our nothing but two empty holes.

Seconds later, a series of metal strips drop down over the cut out,
blocking your view (like window blinds being lowered).

Moving on, you begin to walk down another walkway ring that mirrors the one below it as it
makes its way around the multitudes of housing shacks and gathering spaces (the center is open

to the “market” down below).

All similar in design, and all just as much locked off as the couple’s, your walk through starts off
uneventful.  That is, until you come across one shack that has its entry door currently wide open, with

what sounds like the clashing of metal and the muttering of a child’s voice in response emanating from it.

Reaching the doorway, you begin to look inside, where you find a lonely
child, a Caucasian girl the same age as Faris from the outer tunnels, sitting on the
floor, playing with an assortment of hand crafted metallic objects (erector set like).

In her right hand, a rocket ship (average looking retro SciFi design), being flown around,
while with her left hand, she appears to be pushing around a small rover like vehicle.

Girl
“(Makes rocket flying noises as she moves it around in the air)”

While the girl continues to play, you continue to look around the shack, where you find a piece of
gear, a big, bulky, arctic caliber winter coat, nearly identical to one you found Faris wearing,

hanging up on the wall.

And next to it, a series of boxes, full of different types of items, including mechanical
parts like the ones Faris was carrying when you first found him in the hood of the car,

and food related items, which bear a star, no doubt to label highest importance.

A moment later, you notice the noises from the girl have stopped, and as you look back,
you find her staring at you (still sitting on the floor), with the toys still in her hands.

Girl
“(Tilts head slightly, then looks at her toys, then back up at you)”

“You wanna play, too?”
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ACCESSING SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

ACCESS DENIED

Still unable to form a verbal response, you are left staring at the child for a few
more moments, until finally, you decide to move towards her (player choice).

Now walking towards the girl, she begins to play with the toys in her hands again,
and once within a meter or so, she places the rover like toy on the ground, followed by

giving it a slight push towards you, where it then slowly rolls for a brief moment
before coming to a stop at your feet.

Looking down, you observe the toy for a brief second, then
proceed to pick it up with both of your hands.

Like a child even younger than the girl, you look over the toy rover in a memorized fashion,
using your fingers to inspect ever surface and detail upon it.

During this time, your other self appears to conduct observations of its own, as well:

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

WEIGHT: 54 GRAMS

MATERIALS DETECTED: ALUMINUM

COPPER

SILICON

VOLUME:
(Continues on down the screen)

Continuing on as if to break down the object in every possible detail, the moment is soon
interrupted by the sounds of a loud bang from somewhere off in the distance.

A second later, the cries of shock from those within
the settlement begin to ring out in response.

Girl
“(Startled by the sound, then brings her hands in close to herself,

with the rocket ship toy still tightly gripped in her right hand)”

Breaking your concentration on the toy, the analysis text soon disappears, followed by
you moving back towards the entry door of the shack, where you seek to observe what happened.

Now standing within the door frame, you quickly spot a modest sized cloud of smoke coming from
the short passageway that leads to the waste disposal area you originally came in from.

Seconds later, two figures emerge, both dressed in dark black,
military grade attire (SWAT like), and armed with several types of weaponry.

And on both of their left shoulder pads, a white “N” patch.



Also wearing full head masks and helmets, you are unable to identify
anything more about the two soldier like beings.  However, as a crowd of residents

of the settlement start to approach them, their intentions become known.

Female Resident (From one of the nearby groups that is watching with you on the upper level)
“(Softly) Norm...”

(Soft mutterings begin to break out among the other people on the upper level)

Male Soldier (As he approaches those on the ground level)
(Fires a single, laser like, round up into the air from his pistol sized weapon)
(Gathering crowds become startled, then quiet down, followed by the sounds

of the echoes from the shot fading away in the background)
(Begins to speak through mask, slightly distorting his voice)

“This settlement has been charged with harboring, and distributing, contraband.”

Female Soldier
(Proceeds to throw one of the empty weapon molds you saw in the

outer tunnels towards the feet of the nearby crowd of residents)
“And found guilty as charged.”

(Crowds begin to react in response)

Male Soldier
“Accordingly, as stated within the articles of the Sovereignty and Separation Act,

this settlement is to be quarantined and searched until further notice.”
(Begins to move to the side while also placing his right hand

to what looks to be an ear piece for communication)

Female Soldier
(Steps forward)

“In addition, rations and water supplies will be reduced during this time.”
(Crowds begin to become upset by the news)

Male Soldier
(Releases hand from ear piece, then raises it up in a signaling motion)

“Wrap it up!”

Not a second later, clattering is heard all around as a swarm of more soldiers begin to enter into the
settlement from every nook and cranny, followed by the sounds of the massive gate at the main tunnel

entrance rising up (a slow metal screech/crying sound), exposing the sight of a dozen more (a bright search
light is activated just behind them, shortly thereafter).  And in nearly no time at all, the entire area is secured,

with several of the new soldiers then moving quickly to herd the inhabitants into the “market” space,
while the rest proceed to make a sweep through the shacks.

Though the entire scene is on the verge of mass hysteria, the sight of the nearby troops,
with their weapons drawn and looking to be well prepared to subdue any from of resistance,

causes the group around you to make its way down to the lower level in a mostly orderly fashion.

Considering your, “situation,” you do not move with them at first,
yet only moments later, one among their numbers soon gains your interest.

The “Man” from the outer tunnels.



Now able to see him in “real” detail (rather than rough sound etchings), you find
he is currently wearing what appears to be some type of old, worn out, mechanic jump

suit (bears the “N” insignia on the upper left chest area), along with a new addition
of eye glasses, semi-shaded, thus not as dark as normal sun glasses.  And as for shear

physical appearance, you judge an age of mid-40's or so (Caucasian), with his hair beginning
to gray and become frazzled, and skin just starting to become wrinkly around the cheeks.

Though appearing to be unaware of you, he turns his head back towards your direction
while still moving with the crowd down to the center “market” space.

Still looking back, he then starts to turn every which way, as if looking around for something.

Also during this time, one of the brief turns puts his eyes at just the right angle to you,
allowing you to see their dull yellow glow pierce through the glasses he is now wearing.

Reaching the ground level, your group begins to pass by the gate, of which begins to close
with several soldiers standing guard before it, and it is at this moment when the “Man”

appears to become focused in his movements, followed by him breaking off from the main
mass of people and walking towards it.

A second later, you see him reach for something in his lower left pocket, then become
engulfed in a bright flash of white light, as an explosion goes off from his location.

Blinding you, and stunning the surrounding crowd, you are left with only the sounds
of feet shuffling as the “Man” seems to make a run for the gate (though, if echolocation is

activated by the player, the scene can be viewed via sound etchings).

The “Man”
“(Grunts as he runs and seemingly gets past the stunned gate troops)”

“The dawn’s light draws near!”

Nearby Norm Soldier
(Among other grunts from soldiers and panic noises from the crowds)

“Runaway at the gate!  Jacobs!  Bravo Team!”

Other Norm Soldier
“We’ve got eyes on...”

(More feet shuffling, as if several soldiers are running past you)
“...Bravo in pursuit.”

Moments later, the blinding white light finally subsides, leaving you with the sight
of recovering soldiers at the gate, and a team of 5 running down into the tunnel.

(Move out of sight shortly thereafter)

However, just as all seems to return back to normal, several shots, both from laser like weaponry
and older bullet based guns, begin to ring out from off in the distance inside the main tunnel.

This goes on for a handful of seconds, followed by the echoes fading and then nothing but silence.

Fully recovered, the gate soldiers return to their previous positions, with the remaining
recommencing their “herding” duties for the remaining part of the group you are in.

But before long, curiosity grabs hold of you once again, and you too
decide to break rank and proceed to walk towards the gate.



Getting a few meters out from the crowd, you begin to gain the attention of the soldiers at the gate,
of which is now nearly half way closed. (Note: At anytime, the player will have the ability to

activate the “Sphere Mode,” causing this sequence to play out in a different manner)

Male Soldier
(Puts right hand out to signal you stop, while gripping a weapon with his left)

“Hey you!  Stop right th...”

Female Soldier (Commanding Officer)
(Steps in, pushing his right arm down)

“Stand down Private.”
(Turns turn you)
(Short pause)

“Operator’s orders.  This one goes.”

(In response to this, commotions start within the crowd now gathered in the “market” space)

Male Soldier
“C... Commander?”

Female Soldier
“I shant repeat myself.”

(Motions right arm towards the soldier who is now controlling the gate)
(Gate stops lowering)

(Commotion within the crowd intensifies)

(Fires two laser rounds up into the air)
(While the echoes are still fading)

“As you all were!”

The next moment, a small path is cleared for you to the gate, and the main tunnel that lies beyond it.

Going alone with all this, you then proceed to calmly walk out
through the gate and into the darkness of the main subway tunnel.

Seconds later, and well clear of the gate itself, it begins to lower again, and as you look back, your view
of the now huddled mass of the settlement’s inhabitants slowly withers away until vanishing completely

in an abrupt manner as the gate quickly drops down in a free fall like motion for the last meter.

Isolated once again, you are left with nothing but the muffled sounds
of the activities being conducted inside the settlement for ambiance,
and the pitch black void of the new, and only path, that lies ahead.

(Note: Had the player closed the waste container from the very beginning of exploring
the underground areas, this whole “Crackdown” sequence would not have occurred,

causing a more straight forward entry/exit experience)



With your back turned to the now completely locked off settlement, you stare down the
darkness that engulfs the subway tunnel, and following another “snap,” you begin to map

it with your echolocation visualization.

Stretching on straight ahead for roughly 50 meters, it then begins to curve
towards the right, followed by it going out of sight, and with nothing but sealed tunnel

sections from here to there, you can only press forward for the time being.

However, as you reach far enough so as to begin to look around the curve, the entire tunnel
is overtaken by a subtle rumble (small fragments of ceiling paint fall down all around).

But just as quickly as it had begun, the shaking comes to stop,
with the environment returning to nothing but silence.

Now around the bend, you conduct another “snap,” which gives you sight of the next leg of
tunnel sections, though this time, you find a small set of stairs that extend up from the track level
and towards a lonely door that is located within a small recessed area along the right tunnel wall,

most likely a mechanical access doorway.

Also during this time, the tunnel begins to shake once again, with the doorway being
marked by your echolocation as being in the direction of the source.  And due to the shaking

going on for several more seconds this time around, you even witness the door ahead slightly
move, showing it to be unlocked.

Approaching the base of the stairs, silence and stability has since returned, and though you
could continue down the rest of the subway tunnel to other parts unknown, your interest in what
may lie beyond the doorway, no doubt having to do with the “Man” and the soldiers who chased

after him since you find the lock on the door to be shot off, are too much to ignore.

As a result, you proceed through it with little hesitation.

Reaching the door, you press both of your hands up against it, and as you slowly
push it away, it screeches out, in a manner not unlike the settlement gate, followed

by it giving way to more darkness, causing you to use another “snap.”

Immediately showing it to be a confined space, similar to the first tunnel of electrical wiring and
water pipes you traversed, the sound waves race ahead, painting a straight away that extends

for another 20 meters until turning 90 degrees to the left.

Though, unlike the first tunnel, which was still mostly intact and only worn down by time
and nature itself, this tunnel has been ravaged by what look to be violent acts of aggression.

You find the concrete is cracked all along the left and right walls, and even the ceiling (piles of concrete
debris lay scattered everywhere), with several of the electrical wires and water pipes severed.

Yet despite all of the chaos, you find the overall state of things to be most interesting.

The spilled water from the piping, frozen all the way to the breaches themselves, and the
severed electrical wiring now encased inside it, causing any electrification danger to be nullified.

And seeing as you find nearby isolated pools of still standing water,
you conclude the ice formations could not be the result of natural means.



Cautiously traversing over the modest sized patch of ice, you reach the end of the straight away,
and as you turn the corner, you find another set of stairs, also ravaged, that go up one flight.

Passing more areas of ice, some of which swirl all the way up and across the ceiling,
you ascend to the top, where you find yet another straight away, though this time,

with several gratings on its right side.

Snapping your fingers for new echolocation data, you find they overlook an isolated space, roughly
the size of a small boiler room, with several large pieces of machinery lined up in the center.

You also notice at this time that the farthest grating has several holes blown through it,
and once close enough, you find the metal appears to have been melted away, along with

several other blast marks/dents on the left side of the passageway, making you conclude the
blasts that caused the damage came from inside the space down below.

Of which, you discover contains even more containers that are similar in size and shape to
the Norm labeled ones from the earlier outer tunnels (the “N” label can not be seen via

the echolocation visualization), all open and strewn about the space, as if they were
raided by children on a Christmas morning.

From more empty weapon molds, ranging in all sizes, to even several pieces of discarded ripped
up/torn apart amour vests and other pieces of soldier like attire, the entire floor of the space below

is seen as nothing but an enormous mess.

But despite it all, you decide to continue down the maintenance tunnel which takes another turn,
this time to right, and upon doing so, you discover it only continues on for a few dozen more meters,

until terminating at what looks to be a section that has completely collapsed, in addition to
yet more gratings, now along the left side of it.

However this time, all contain blast holes, with more blast marks/dents all across the
opposite side of the tunnel section, along with a flickering glow, like from the
container fires before, emanating from the space they overlook down below

(the glow produces both a criss cross shadow pattern from the intact
portions of the grating and subtle rays of light from the holes).

Thanks to the light, more details are also presented to you, specifically, several smeared trails
of blood that cross from the right side of the tunnel all the way to the gratings themselves, which you

see are also covered, as well.

Moving to the gratings, you begin to look out over the space below, and instead of observing
just another storage or mechanical space, you find the area to be roughly a third or so the

size of the station/settlement, and by noticing the presence of what look to be
turnstiles, the space is most likely a ticket area for the subway system.

And though you find the space to be void of any inhabitants, just more container fires scattered about,
the dead end brought on by the collapsed section of tunnel prompts you to find a way down, and

as you place your hands over the grating, so as to push it out of the way, it screeches out.

Seconds later, you hear movements down below, followed by several figures, all clothed in heavy robe
like attire (as if dressed to wander a desert, with each baring a hand print across their upper torso),

quickly appear, as if out of nowhere, and all with differing types
of weapons drawn.

(Of course, the player making use of the heart beat detector would remove surprise from this moment)



Pausing in your attempt to push open one of the grates, one of the beings begins to speak as the
others, numbering two dozen in all, keep their weapons fixed upon you and remain in a defensive stance.

Unknown Male (Australian voice)
“You there!... (Begins to flash a crude light device at your location)...

”Identify... Now!”

Just then, another figure jets out from around a corner, and as he begins to look at you as
he observes the scene, you recognize him as being none other than the “Man,”

The “Man”
“(Notices you) Whoa, whoa, whoa...”

Unknown Female (Next to him)
“Shut it, Del!”

Del
“No... she... she’s a... friendly, from Little LA.”

Unknown Male
(Points light down, then slightly turns away from you, but still with gun drawn)

(Under breathe)
“Goddammit, Del.”
(Turns back to you)

“(Sighs, then starts to walk towards the grate)”

Unknown Male (Also near Del)
“(Approaches him in an intimidating manner, then strongly nudges him)”

“What the fuck were you thinking?!  Especially at this juncture.”

Del
“Hey, hey, it all worked out, right? (Gestures towards his gun)

Unknown Male (Slightly looks at his gun, which looks similar to what the Norm soldiers were using)
(Shrugs then starts to walk away)

Unknown Male
(Pauses just before opening the grate, then looks down, as if pondering something)

“Wait... (turns back to Del)... you said their was a lockdown...”

Del
”That’s right...”

Unknown Male
“Then... (Looks back at you) then how did you escape?...”

(Short pause while another ACCESS DENIED appears over your field of view concerning the Speech Synthesizer)

Del
“Oh, enough with the paranoid bullshit, Alazar.  She’s her now, so why not make use of the obvious talents.”

Alazar
(Another short pause as he looks over you, followed by
him opening the grate, though, in a reluctant manner)



Fully opening the grate, you see Alazar slowly step back down and away from it.

Alazar
“(Short pause as he looks over you one last time)”

“Hmm... nice clothes...”
(Holsters his weapon, then turns and begins to walk away)

Still looking out through the grate, you pause as Alazar rejoins the group.

Del
(Motions to you)

“That’s right, it’s safe here.”

Unknown Female (Near Del)
“Yeah... no thanks to you.”

Del
“Hey, no risk, no reward...”

Alazar
(As he approaches Del)

“Any more south, and it’s your head.”

(Short pause as he looks around at both the area and the group)

“Alright... Pack only what’s needed, next notice should be anytime now.”

(Group begins to disperse to their respected camp like
areas that reside throughout the space)

Del
(Watches everyone disperse)

(Then looks at you)
“Well, what are waiting for?  Best get acquainted before it’s gone.”

Alazar
(While walking away to his area)

“And nothing more, Del.”

Del
“Yeah, yeah... Roosevelt Island, I know.”

Having passed through the now open grate, you cautiously step down into the space,
where you then proceed to venture through the ticket area turned barracks.

Del
(As you pass him)

“Just...”

Unknown Male
(Prominently displays weapon, and appears to be on guard,

while another is going through supplies nearby)

Del
“...Keep your distance.”



Left to your own devices, though, any misstep looks to have dire consequences, you begin
to take a look around the encampment which is now apparently in the process of being

packed up/picked clean of any and all useful supplies, per Alazar’s instructions.

Right away, you see Del walk off towards a small back room for one of the ticket booths,
but rather than follow, a series of spaces, all segregated via worn and torn blanket sheets

draped from the ceiling, catches your attention as you watch Alazar enter into one.

The fact that he also appears to be alone, entices you, as well.

Though looking to be the sleeping areas for the group of people, Alazar makes no attempt
to enclose himself within the space, and instead, goes straight into salvaging what he can from it.

Walking over, you at first get a look at the other areas that surround Alazar’s,
and though most are empty or contain nothing worth noting, you do spot a handful of items

that begin to shed some light on who these people are.
What you find/observe:

From one still unpacked bedding space, a plethora of medals and pins, all looking to
be war and military service related, and next to them, in a frame that has seen better days,

with the glass starting to crack around the edges, an old photo of a group of 6 soldiers standing
in a grassy field with a jungle tree line in the background.

And in the bottom right hand corner, the following written on across it:

Also among the collection, another “INFO” issue, this time dated May 1975, which reads:

One last item you find, an open book, bares the title “The Last War,” across the top of the first
page, with numerous names written down the rest of it.  And seeing as each have the same last name,

you figure it to be a family, with perhaps each generation that has read it, leaving their mark (each name
down the page is darker looking than the last).  However, after the latest entry, you find only a hand print

taking up the remaining bottom third of the page, and though you are currently observing it from afar,
curiosity begins to best you yet again, and you move closer.

Yet, just as you place your hand, so as to turn the page, you hear the shuffling of feat from the next area.

Alazar (From behind)
“(Slight Chuckle)”

“If only.”

The Saigon Six

68’

peace for
our time
The Lamb that Tamed the Lions

Carpe Noctem
the super space agency being forged

from the former super powers

Fact from Myth
the un secretary general gave the

world a future, but what of her past?

South Sea Success
just two years removed from the
withdrawal of us forces, vietnam

is the first to reap the rewards
of a unified east and west

Tet



Quickly turning around, you find an un-hooded Alazar
(mid-30’s, pale skin, long brown hair) staring you down.

Alazar
(While moving towards you)

“Perhaps another time, though.”
(Closes the book, revealing the cover version of the title “The Last War”)

(Pats hand on the cover a few times)
(Short pause)

(Nods to the side)
“Now get.”

Stepping back, you watch Alazar then begin to pick up a handful of items within the
collection (puts them into one of his pockets), while leaving the medals, pins,

photo frame, and book untouched and undisturbed.

Continuing with his wishes, you decide to leave him be and proceed to walk towards the other
side of the ticket area/camp.  Specifically, towards the area you saw Del enter into.

Along the way, you observe more of the group picking apart the space, with most adding munitions of all
kinds to their respected personal arsenal that each wear all across their body.  Though, upon seeing one

among the group appear to finish in their scavenging, they do well in wrapping themselves up in their
heavy rob like attire, so as to conceal the small army’s worth of weaponry they posses.

Nearing the ticket booth you saw Del pass into (though, as a reminder,
the player can leave the area completely if they want to) you also see Alazar walk
out of the sleeping quarters and to a locked doorway, which he proceeds to open,

followed by him walking inside into what appears to be another small storage closet.
But before you can gather anything more regarding the space, he quickly closes

the door behind himself, with a distinct locking sound being heard shortly thereafter.

Now at the ticket booth, you have a clear line of sight to the back room Del entered into, but
just as you begin to walk towards it, you overhear a conversation between two people

nearby who are still gearing up.

Unknown Man (Un-hooded, Latino, Mid-30’s)
(Dumps a container full of “Nutrigel” into the pile the two are picking over)

Unknown Woman (Un-hooded, Red-head, Caucasian, late 20’s)
“(Stops gathering) Wha... what the hell is this?”

Unknown Man
“The last from Supplies, (slight chuckle) what else?”

Unknown Woman
“The last?... (grabs a handful)... but... but what of the settlements?”

Unknown Man
“(Sigh) They all knew what was required.  So, unless you known what happens next, I’d suggest taking your stock.”

Unknown Woman
(Short pause as she hesitates, followed by her grabbing two handfuls

of “Nutrigel” and stuffing them in her pockets)

Moving on, you proceed into the back area of the ticket booth, and upon reaching the still open doorway
to the area Del walked into, you find him near the opposite side, doing some scavenging of his own.

Only here, it’s from the corpses of the 5 Norm soldiers who you saw chase after him from earlier.



Piled in the middle of the space and stretching out diagonally to both corners, the bodies block you from walking
over to Del’s location on the other side.  And though he appears to take note of your arrival, he continues on with

his scavenging efforts as he claws his hands into one of the side pockets of one of the dead soldiers.

Del
(Reacts to his hands feeling something in the pocket, perhaps something of use)

“Ah... (chuckles, then moves his hands so as to grab hold of the object)... you know,
one should never give up... (Grunts as he pulls out something)... so easily, in such things.”

With his hands now free from the soldier’s pocket, you see Del pull out a small pistol sized weapon,
though, one that is of the more modern variety as its design is similar to that of an Olympus
“Master Blaster,” only, without the flashy and colorful elements (all black and bulky looking).

Del
(Looks over the blaster)

You also notice at this time that the blaster is smeared with blood, no doubt from the soldier.

Del
(Notices an engraving on it)

“Hmm... J... J... E...”
(Short pause)

(Begins to crack up as he figures a possible meaning)
(Another short pause as he looks over the blaster some more)

(Stops, then turns his eyes to you, exposing their dull yellow glow to you for a brief second)
(Grins, then starts looking over the blaster again)

“Not one of words, huh?”
“Or maybe, just a miss match of tongues... (slight chuckle)...

”...Shame, had this been only a week ago, perhaps old Volocov could’ve been of use...”
“...Stubborn bastard.”

(Short pause)
(Starts to look at you again)

“But hey, luckily where we’re all going...
(Holds out blaster as he turns it on, causing it to emit a soft burst of electricity)

”...such things are no longer in need.”

The next moment, he proceeds to toss the blaster towards you.

However, just as it reaches halfway, a wave of energy engulfs the center
of the space, causing the blaster to become suspended in mid-air.

Turning around in response, you find Alazar, standing in the middle of the doorway, with
his right hand outstretched towards the blaster, and giving off what can only be described

as a Telekinesis/Armstrong like ability.

Alazar
(Pulls the blaster to his hand, then holsters it)
(Stares at you for a brief moment, then at Del)

“It’s time.”

Del
“(Excited) Well, alright then...”

Alazar
“(Interjects) She, however... stays.”



Del
“Stay?... (Stands fully upright)... bu...”

Alazar
“(Interjects again) The word is final, Del.”

(Looks at you for a brief moment, then begins to walk back out to the others who
have now gathered just outside the ticket booth area, and are all geared up)

Del
“(Sigh) As it always is.”

Alazar
(Stops, then quickly turns back around and begins to use
his Armstrong like ability to pin Del up against the wall)
“Enough of the shit, or you’ll be one to stay, as well.”

Del
(Struggles to put hands up, signaling he will go along with the order)

Giving in to Alazar’s will, he is soon freed from his grasp, and after observing
a short pause, both proceed to walk out of the room, with Del giving you nothing

but a brief glimpse while he steps over the corpses of the soldiers.

Alazar
(Joins up with the group outside)

Unknown Woman
(In front of the rest of the group)

(Nods at Alazar)

(Del reaches them)
(Note: The group acts as a barrier to prevent

the player from leaving during this time)

Alazar
“Take point...”

(Looks back at you, while at the same time, takes out the blaster he just acquired)
“...I’ll seal the gate.”

(The Woman begins to lead the group out)

Now dispersing, you could make an attempt to follow, but just as the way out
of the ticket booth area becomes clear, a high pitched sound begins to overcome you.

Pulse like, going off every 2 seconds or so, you also notice the group appears to make no
note of it, with the possibility being that the frequency is too high for them to hear.

Becoming engrossed, you decide to investigate its origins, and as you
reactivate your echolocation, you quickly pin point a source.

The room you saw Alazar lock himself into just mere minutes ago.



Walking out of the ticket booth area, you first look to your left, where you find only Alazar, now behind
a chain linked fence that blocks passage to a set of stairs that lead further down into the subway.

Noticing you, he gives you one last glance before using the
blaster to weld shut the fence’s doorway, and upon finishing, he says
nothing, followed by him turning away and walking down the stairs.

Moving out of sight only seconds later, you are left with only the echoes from his footsteps,
until finally, nothing but you and the pulsing high pitched frequency remain.

Returning your attention to the sound, you move to your right and towards the
still closed and locked door that leads into the room it is originating from.

Looking over the door, you find the locking mechanism is again embedded within the door itself,
and thus can not be forcibly bypassed.  However, as you continue to look around, your
echolocation visualization data begins to draw your attention to a vent grate along the

bottom of a nearby wall.

Thinking back on past experiences, you figure one of the vent ways must lead into the space.

Accordingly, you revert to “sphere mode” and proceed to enter the vent network.

Breaking through the grating easily enough, you continue to use your echolocation to
keep you on the right course within the vent, and before long, you reach what looks to

be the grate that exits out to the locked off room.

Though, as more echolocation data streams in, you find the grate seems to be
blocked on the other side, and after coming to a stop and switching over to the stationary viewing
mode, just enough light coming from within the space (the object is only blocking 95% of the grate
and is slightly offset from it) allows you to identify the obstruction as being some type of furniture.

You also realize the object is not permanently attached to the floor (object rests on stubs), prompting
you to take part in an experiment to see just how much force you can apply with your Cognition Sphere.

Rolling back from the grate, you then push forward as fast as you can, causing you
to hit the obstruction with as much force as possible, and in turn, pushing the object forward.

A few more attempts later, and the obstruction finally topples over (something falling to the ground and
rolling away can also be heard at this time), allowing you to fully roll into the space.

Re-manifesting shortly thereafter, you properly identify the object you toppled over as a metal
filing cabinet (its flung open drawers show it to be empty), with the rest of the storage closet sized

space containing similar office furnishings, and a single hanging light over head.

As for the source of the sound, you find a desk, with the sound
waves emanating from a terminal sitting atop it.

Though appearing to be still active, the terminal’s display shows nothing but a blank back lit screen.

A few seconds later, however, the high pitched pulse abruptly ends,
followed by the display typing out:

KEEP GOING
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Adding nothing more, the message stays on the screen as you continue to look around the room.

You find the following:

All across the desk the terminal is on, you find several torn open envelopes, all which
bear the Norm “N” insignia (embossed in the upper right corner), and a label written

across the center of each:

Also on the desk, you discover yet another “INFO” issue, dated May 2095, which reads:

Looking up, across the wall behind the desk, you find a collage of worn out maps that
together form the entirety of Manhattan, with several dots placed throughout it and

what looks to be an on going count of them, near the bottom right of the map:

Turning away from the desk, you find a globe on the ground in the corner (right of the locked door),
which you conclude must be what fell from the top of filing cabinet you knocked over,

and upon getting close enough, you find more markings all across it, with
each having their respected city labeled next to them.

In total, you find Paris, Tokyo, Moscow, Sydney, Johannesburg, Rio, Shanghai and Cairo
(as well as New York), are marked, in addition to several other smaller markings around each

city’s region that are not labeled.

Concluding your investigation of the space, you decide to make your way back to the vent
from which you came, since the doorway out is still locked, with no key or other way of opening it in sight.

But before you can even manage a few steps towards it, the terminal suddenly gives off a single ping, followed
by the text on its display disappearing and an unlocking sound coming from the door only seconds later.



Approaching the door, you place your right hand upon the handle, and sure enough,
you mange to turn it, allowing you to open it outward into the ticket area.

Now back where you started, not much time passes before yet another series of
pulsing sounds (faint) begin to ring out, this time from somewhere far off in the distance.

Responding accordingly, you again activate your echolocation and begin to scout around
for a way to get past the gate Alazar blast welded shut.  However, as the source of the new sounds

become more clear, you see they are originating from a space slightly higher in elevation to the ticket
area you reside in now, and with your attention being directed upwards, you eventually discover

another series of large grates, similar to the ones you passed through when you first arrived.

(Note: The player can try searching the corpses of the soldiers for a weapon, but will find
nothing of use, and rather, just personal items, such as rings, lockets, and other belongings

that tie them back to family/loved ones)

Taking off one of the grates with ease (ripped free), you climb up into what looks to be another
large mechanical passageway (also similar to the one you used to get here), but along with

the usual lines of electrical wiring and water pipes, you also find another grouping of massive
steam pipes (also venting like the ones before), all which bare more “Spire” labels and the

“Excella Heavy Industry” + the Norm “N” insignia.

Though heading off in a straight away that deviates from the
source of the new sounds, the waves from it show you the tunnel
eventually takes a turn left back towards it after 30 meters or so.

You also notice the turn seems to shed the steam pipes
(continue on through the wall), leaving only the electrical wires

and water pipes along its right side.

Reaching the turn, you then come upon another set of stairs shortly thereafter that ascend up
one flight, and as you get to the top, you realize you’ve become level with the source of the new pings.

Also going off into another straight away, you soon discover via the sound waves that the
tunnel will head off completely in the opposite direction to the source.  But just as you think
you’ve chosen the wrong path to take, a small vent to your right (on the bottom of the wall),

of which heads straight towards where you seek to go, grabs your full attention.

Reverting back into sphere mode, you roll into its fragile grating,
breaking through it with ease, and proceed to make your way

down the new set of vent shafts.

Continuing to use the echolocation as your guide, you at last seem to pin point the exact space from
where the sounds are originating from, and as you reach the grate that leads into it, you break through,

followed by you rolling into the space and manifesting.

Back to “normal,” you find the room to be yet another storage closet like area, along with another
terminal and more maps of the city (no “TC” labeled envelopes, though).

You also notice the door to the room is already half open, but before you can reach it,
the terminal’s display types out another message:

GOOD



Again not typing out anything more, you take one last look around the space, and in addition
to having many of the same items as the last storage closet (though you observe the construction
of the walls to be mostly blunt concrete, rather than metal, pipes and misc. wires), you also find

a series of detailed engineering schematics of what looks to be a tall, thin, triangular shaped
structure, with several crude markings written all across them denoting things from

points of entry to primary circulation routes inside.

Also, in the bottom right corner, the title, “Spire 7,” as well as another Norm “N”
(though this one has only the N itself and no block border around it), can be seen.

Moving to the half opened door, you push it to the side, exposing what lies beyond, and as you
look out, you find your self in a space comparable in size to the ticket area from before, but

beyond that, the similarities end.

For what you see directly ahead, across the wall, and near what looks to be the entry/exit
point for the area (a set of two bulky steel doors), clearly indicates what you’ve just walked into:

(worn and faded looking)

Mostly arranged and constructed like any traditional urban based Cold War shelter (noticeable additions
are observed, with some of the walls punched out to make way for extra rooms, thus explaining how you

were able to use an external vent to get inside), you find one thing to be lacking:

People.

SPIRE 7



Picked clean, the only things close to personal items left are numerous
empty beddings and several empty “N” labeled containers strewn all about.

Yet, due to the presence of still lit container fires, it stands to reason the inhabitants
departed only shortly ago, with their return being the unknown.

Walking further out into the center of the shelter, you pass by a corner, allowing you to
see more to your right, which as you turn, you find what must be the steam pipes you saw

earlier in the maintenance passageway, now all along the ceiling structure as they pass out of the
wall nearest to you and into the wall directly opposite.

Label wise, you also notice they only bear the “Spire 7” designation now.

Garnering your interest the most, you look around the
remainder of the shelter for ways to follow them.

The first of course is the vent you came in from, but rather than taking what would certainly
be a lengthy detour, you eye the bulky steel doors that form the entrance to the shelter, and as you

move over to them, you make an attempt to open one.

Pushing with both arms, you put everything you have into freeing it loose (you make no grunting
sounds, because you both can’t and don’t need to), but after giving it a go for a handful
of seconds, you are unable to produce any results, causing your other self to chime in:

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

LEAD DETECTED

TITANIUM REINFORCEMENT DETECTED

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD DETECTED

FORCEFUL ENTRY PROBABILITY
(Short pause)

LOW

Looking around again, you do manage to find what looks to be the control panel
for the doors, however, as you press upon the “Disengage Mag-lock” button, the

small embedded display within it comes to life in response:

REMOTE LOCKDOWN ENGAGED
No doubt the work of the inhabitants to secure their “home,” you see no obvious way around the

block, and decide to take a full walk through of the area, specifically, the new additions that branch
out from the original shelter, in an attempt to find another way forward (or the player can just

leave through the vent they used before).

Consisting of more ransacked spaces, the only thing of note that you come across is a mural
of hand prints (ranging in all sizes, including ones from children), all across a single wall,

presumable from those who previously occupied the space.

Now looking more and more like a dead end, you begin to move back to the vent you came in from, but
before you can even make it to the storage closet, you receive another message from your self:

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

REPLICATING MARS GUARD PROTOCOLS

A few seconds later, you hear the control panel give off a single beep off in the distance,
followed by the doors jolting loose and opening outward slightly, shortly thereafter.



Noticing the doors becoming unlocked, the moment is then interrupted by yet another message.

Though this time, from something other than yourself, along with
your field of vision being overtaken by static/distortions.

PROTOCOL DATABASE INTRUSION DETECTED

BEGINNING TRACE...

Getting more distorted by the second, your vision eventually cuts out, leaving you
with nothing but darkness and one last piece of audio from your Cognition

Sphere hitting the ground.

Now silent, a few more seconds of darkness are observed,
before more text is typed out across the screen.

SIGNAL LOST

TRACE TERMINATED

RESUMING INBOUND DATA STREAM OBSERVATIONS
(Text disappears)

(Short pause)

CONNECTION RE-ESTABLISHED

ACTIVATING HARD LIGHT PROJECTORS...

With the darkness giving way to light, you re-manifest back into the shelter,
though, in a more slow and cautious manner than times prior.  Your vision is also
still distorted/glitchy at first, but manges to return to normal a few seconds later.

Now completely back to the way you were before, you type
out one last message, in regard to what just took place:

ANALYSIS COMPLETE
(Short pause)

RESTRICTING ACCESS TO MARS GUARD PROTOCOLS

At last free from any further interruptions,
you proceed to the shelter doors.



Reaching the doors, you again push up against one of them, and after
slowly moving forward just enough slip between them, you walk out.

Now beyond the doors, you find the following label across
the wall directly ahead, which happens to be a T-Junction:

Looking to your left, you find the passageway continues on for a dozen meters before
coming a stairwell that leads up, while to your right, you find a half height wall, with
the rest of the passageway continuing on in an elevated crawlspace that consists

of the “Spire 7” steam pipes you saw earlier.

Though concluding the exit is most likely where those from the shelter went off too,
your interest in following the steam pipes continues to grow and you decide

to climb up into the crawlspace.

Getting into a crouched position, you begin to make your way through
the crawlspace (all in the dark, so echolocation will be necessary)

while the pipes continue on over head (still have leaks here and there,
and it would be best if the player avoided direct contact).

A straight shot at first, you are soon taken every which way as both the pipes and
crawlspace weave their way through the under workings of Manhattan, and upon
traversing for roughly a good minute or so, an opening finally comes into view up

ahead as the crawlspace gives way to another area.

An illuminated space, though dimly lit via only a single small overhead light fixture, you
look out and find that the steam pipes continue out past the crawlspace and into the upper

part of the wall directly opposite of you.

Of which, also consists of a massive door, similar to the shelter doors, but three times
larger, in far better shape (constructed more recently), and appearing to be made of unique

elements, as described by your other self:
(After you drop down into the space and approach the door)

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

UNKNOWN ELEMENTS DETECTED

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD DETECTED

FORCEFUL ENTRY PROBABILITY

ZERO

You also make note of another small “N” engraving (just the N, like the one on the schematic).

Wall St. Exit



Looking around some more, you find a nearby control panel that you assume must operate the door, however,
due to what came about the last time you tried to bypass the security, your other self keeps quiet.

(Note: If the player reaches the door via a different route that does not trigger
a Mars Guard interruption, an attempt would be made during this time)

Still observing the panel, you figure nothing productive is to be had, with the embedded display clearly
showing that a Biometric ID is required to proceed.  Though, right as you think to move on, a shutter is

heard coming from the door, followed by the display turning green and typing out:

MAG-LOCK DISENGAGED

RETRACTING LOCKING PINS
(Sounds of the giant locking pins are heard moving in the background)

ENGAGING SWING ROTOR

PLEASE STAND CLEAR

Now fully unlocked, the door begins to slowly swing open, but just as it starts,
a new sound is heard behind you, like that of metal being dropped onto the floor.

Turning around, you find the silhouette of man standing within the entry way to another
passageway, and just outside of the overhead light’s illumination, along with what looks to be

a section of metal piping lying on the ground next to him, presumably what was dropped.

A second later, his eyes begin to glow yellow, and as he moves
forward into the light, you find him to be none other than Del.

Del
(Short pause as he looks over you and the now unlocked

door that lies just behind you, as if in disbelief)
“Well I be damned by the big guy himself...”

(Chuckles, then points at you and grins)
”...You... I knew you were something special...”

(Stops walking, and starts to look over door again in amazement)
“...Hot damn... (slight chuckles)... Guess this’ll mean a change of plans for Baker and his...”

Just then, a new series of sounds, from a section of wall next to the door
that is made up of an arrangement of metal components, interrupts Del.

The next moment, the components of the wall begin to shift and transform, and in nearly no time at all,
the formation of a blaster like weapon emerges out from it, followed by it aiming directly towards him.

Del
“Whoa... (chuckles as he starts to slowly tread backwards) Now... hold on just a...”

Before finishing, it then begins to charge, causing electricity to build up over its bulky frame.

Del
“(Briefly looks at you) Oh... (slight chuckle) oh, fuck you... (expression turns to panic, then attempts to dart away).”

A split second later, the blaster fires, landing a direct hit upon Del’s back, with the resulting blast wave
then radiating outward across his entire body, turning him into nothing but ashes only moments later.
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Leaving not even a fragment of bone, the ashes fall forward towards the metal pipe Del
dropped earlier, where they then proceed to splash across the floor, vanishing into the

darkness of the passageway.

Another moment later, the blaster begins to move again, though rather than it fixating
its gaze upon you, it folds in and breaks apart, returning itself to the state it was in

within the wall, and leaving you in a state of loneliness once more.

Overtaken by an eerie calm, you look back at the doorway and find that it has
stopped opening after roughly 3 meters or so, and though you could traverse

down the passageway Del took to get here, you figure why turn away
from the obvious invitation, regardless of what just transpired.

Rounding the door, you find the other side gives way to a short straight away
that is far better illuminated and cleaner than the dark and decaying aesthetics

of the subway tunnels.

From smooth concrete and stainless steel reinforced walls, to granite like
flooring and large strip lighting fixtures over head, the entire space feels like

stepping into a different world.

And at the end of it all, you find a single set of stainless steel doors, which
after you reach a quarter or so into the passage, a subtle “ding” sound is heard,

followed by the doors sliding open, exposing a small space inside.

Presumably a lift, you continue into it, and upon entering, you discover
both its left and right sides are made up of nothing but mirrors,

causing an “infinite projection” of your manifestation to be produced.

Being the first time you’ve ever been giving the chance to take a complete
look over yourself, you take note of the finer details (remember, each playthrough,

“Zero” will have a different appearance).

Having your fill, the doors begin to close at this time, and as you turn your
gaze upon the lift’s control panel, you find the following layout of buttons and labels:

Giving off a jolt a few seconds later, the lift begins to rise,
with the buttons lighting up in response to your current location.
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Still rising, the glow on the buttons passes from the Basement to the Steam Works, then
onto the Lobby over the course of 20 seconds, followed by the lift jolting once more

and giving off another subtle “ding” as it comes to a stop.

A handful of seconds after that, the doors slide open, exposing you to a corridor
lined with several more lifts, and a single metal door at the end of it.

Remaining stagnant, even after making an attempt to manipulate the controls, you
see no other option but to exit the lift and walk towards the door, and upon doing so,
you notice the lift’s doors close behind you after taking only a few steps outside it.

Now isolated, with no other heading but forward, you begin to approach the door,
and though it is of blunt steel construction, the label next to it provides you with

everything you need to know of what lies ahead.

Appearing to be a door without a locking mechanism, just a push bar, you proceed
to push it forward and outward, allowing you to easily enter into the next area.

Of which, is not exactly what was expected.

Though opening out into a modest sized space, comparable to the foot
print of a basketball stadium, and just as high (several stories of open

space up above), with the central circulation core structure at its center
(where you are exiting from), the space is deserted and not even self illuminated.

Rather, only the thin rows of glass windows up along the top of the
space, that are still exposed to the outside, allow light to penetrate inward, producing several

dull rays of light all throughout the area, and casting the rest in a faint dusk colored glow.

As for the rest of the wall (exterior wall is one continuous curve that makes an unobstructed
360 around the Lobby), it appears to be covered by several large panels of metal that have

been lowered over it (on the exterior), like a storefront that has closed for the night, only here,
the covering is completely opaque, and most likely, impenetrable, making the whole scene look like the
inside of some kind of fortress that has proceeded to lock itself away from the rest of the outside world.

Along with the absence of people, the floor space is mostly devoid of anything of note, aside from
what appears to be the main lobby check-in/security desk, which now is an empty shell of its former

self, containing nothing but strewn about chairs, barren desk space, and inactive terminals.

However, as you begin to move around the core and towards the other side of the lobby,
you do observe the presence of several structures hanging from the ceiling, and due to their

abstract look, they appear to be some sort of art installation, with the dominate repeated shape
being similar to that of a bird.  You also make note of one that has fallen to ground, with the

collision having produced a modest sized dent in the granite floor.

Still making your way around the lobby, you now near a full rotation around the core,
when suddenly, you hear another “ding” sound ring out from it, followed by the sight of
a thin, long line of light being cast across the floor just ahead of you and slightly around

the corner as one of the lifts within its numerous elevator banks opens up.
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Rounding the corner, you reach the new bank of elevators, and locate the one that has opened.

Stepping inside, you find it to be quite different from the freight elevator from before, with the entire
design consisting of nothing but transparent glass, allowing you to currently see the structure and

mechanisms that line the shaft it resides in.

Closing a few seconds later, you notice the lift isn’t beginning to move on its own,
making you conclude that it is waiting for an input from you to proceed.

Looking at the control panel, you observe the following:

Interestingly enough, you find your current location is no longer labeled, with what looks to
be a small thin plate of metal placed over what you presume would be the “Lobby” marking and

the button itself no longer baring a “L.”

Regardless, you look back at the other two, and decide to continue in order and
proceed to press (in a gentle manner with your thumb) the “Transit” button.

A few seconds later, the lift begins to make an assortment of mechanical sounds,
followed by it jolting slightly as it starts its ascent.

Increasing its speed every second, your view of the shaft outside
eventually gives way to an overview of the lobby below, before being blocked

again only moments later as the lift enters into the ceiling structure that encloses it.

Now appearing to slow in its rise, the view of the shaft again gives way to the next area,
and as it does, you again feel as if you’ve entered into an entirely new world.

Quickly becoming bathed in bright lights, your sight is nearly blinded, but upon adjusting, you see the
lift continue to slow as it rises up to a level that is 1 above the actually bottom area of the space, and

as you look out, you find it to be nearly just as large as the lobby you just left, along with what
looks to be a track intersecting it (offset from the core, where you are currently located),

with a tram soon entering into the space and coming to a stop.
(Think Disney’s “Contemporary Resort”)

But out of all your observations, the one that is most striking is of course the
hundreds of people that are currently traversing all around.

In addition, the heavy impression that they all appear to be doing rather well for themselves.



From fur coats, to big bags full of consumer type goods, to blazer coats on the men,
and prominent jewelry that is sparkling in the light of the space on the women,

when it comes to projecting worth, it would seem no expense is spared.

And going back to the brightness of the space, you begin to take note that the
area itself is not artificially lit, at least, not by conventional means anyways.

Like the lobby below it, the entire outer wall (which also makes a complete circle around the space)
is of glass construction which is encased within a criss crossing pattern of steel work.  However,

instead of being obstructed by metal panels, these seem to be fully exposed to the outside,
though what you observe through them makes you think otherwise.

Rather than observing nothing but smog cover, the view of nearby rooftops of
older New York buildings and a perfectly clear, dark blue/nearing dusk colored

sky in the background are presented.  Even a modest sized flock of pigeons are
seen flying out of a rooftop garden tree that is both alive and in full bloom.

Upon observing this, your only conclusion is that the exterior wall,
and more specifically the glass, has the ability to project realistic
renderings of the area that surroundings the building, if not also

anything one desires.

Returning your attention to the people, you observe mostly an older crowd, between
the ages of 40 and 60, along with a handful of children (ages between 8 and mid teens)

close to their sides, almost as if overly protective of them.

In fact, after taking a small stairwell down from the bank
of express elevators, so as to walk among them, you notice one child, a 10 or so old girl,

attempt to grab something from her mother’s (or who you assume to be) bag.

Still observing from afar, you see the girl manage to acquire something, but before she can manage to
pull it out, the bag slips out of the mother’s hand, causing all of the contents to fall out all across the floor,

which you see are an assortment of more jewelry, perfume/beauty items, tech goods (things that look
similar to an iPhone and such), and several other consumer items.

Soon realizing what has happened, you then watch the mother become upset, causing her to
shout at the child, followed by her quickly picking the items back up, grabbing the girl by the hand,

and swiftly moving into the larger mass of the crowd and thus out of sight.

You also do the same, in your desire to fully explore the rest of the area.



RESIDENCY BLOCK

Now left with just a mass of humanity, one would think only chaos could describe it,
yet as things play out for a few more moments, the whole scene seems more organized

than its immediate appearance lets on to, with everyone moving in an orderly
fashion to their respected destination, in addition to little to no side chatter, either.

Observing more closely, you see some who are heading up to the express elevators, while others are moving
towards the tram station, with the rest proceeding towards the other side of the circulation core, which as you

move to investigate further, you see consists of a bank of stairs and normal lifts that bear the following signage:

Getting closer, you exit out of the central mass of the crowds,
and discover the area that contains the entrance to the Residency Block is courted off by a series
of turnstile like devices.  And as you observe the people who are passing through them, you see

the gates will only open once a biometric scan, via a hand, is conducted.

In response to this, you remember back to what happened when you tried something
similar with the automated “INFO” stand, and figure the results will be no different.

(Note: The player can try one of the gates, with the results leading to a different “experience path”)

Deciding then to move back to the area under the tram station, you soon find that it too has
a series of gates barring simple entry at the top of its access stairway, though this time, you

decide to see what happens if you give it a try.

Merging back into the crowd of people who are heading up towards the gates, you soon approach
one, but before you attempt to place your right hand upon it, hesitation overcomes you.

Now in a pause of contemplation (player currently stuck in an animation as the right
hand hovers over the scanner), you feel something bump into the back of you.

Unknown Women (50’s, White hair, British Accent)
“Umph... wha... (disgruntled grunt)”

(At this time, more grunts are heard in succession as the line stops like a domino effect behind you)

Turning back to the women, you both exchange glances for a brief moment.

Unknown Women
“(Eyes open wide, annoyed) Problem?...”

Turning back, you then promptly place your right hand upon the scanner, which begins to go to work, but
upon finishing, it does nothing in response, not even a signal or message of access denial is displayed.

Now turning awkward, with more in the line becoming displeased, you think to just walk away,
but right as you remove your hand from the scanner, it turns green.
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Appearing to be good to go, you proceed to walk into the turnstile, which sure enough,
allows you to pass through it, and upon walking out onto the station platform itself,

you see another tram enter into the space.

Entering through a short tunnel like passage that allows access to the outside, the dual
lights across the front of the first car are seen dimming from a high level as it pulls into the station,

no doubt from them being needed to pierce through the “real” outside’s dense smog covering.

Coming to a stop at the center of the platform a few seconds later, you observe the nearby masses
crowd around the edge as they wait for its doors to open (think the crowd density of a Japanese subway),

but leaving just enough room for those already on board to exit.

Of which, are finally let free a few moments later, giving way to a scene of “orderly chaos” as the two
groups, both those on the platform and on the train, converge and pass through one another as the

two in essence trade places.

Being orderly yourself, you move along with the platform crowd and step into the tram’s
middle car, and following another short pause as the remainder of the mass of humanity

gets on board behind you, sparing no free space, the doors proceed to close.

Packed in, with everyone of your fellow passengers doing well to keep to themselves,
mostly via looking at their personal tech devices (again, smart phone like devices), you begin
to take a look around at what little you can observe in your immediate vicinity, which thankfully

also includes a window view.  Though, once the tram begins to enter into the exit tunnel, you see it
change to projecting the pristine and postcard-esque version of the surrounding area of New York.

Still a one to one rendering of what exists outside (just “better” looking), you see the tram enter onto
a bridge as it passes over the street that resides next to the Spire you just left.

Also shown in their best “light,” the cracked and pot hole ridden road ways you traversed before
are now shown as surfaces so spotless you could most likely eat off of them without the thought

of disgust, in addition to the air and atmosphere appearing as crystal clear as possible.

As for the buildings themselves, most of which are still of 20th Century design, you find an
assortment of advertisements and promotional materials all across their windowless facades that
face the tram’s track way (all have a degree of animation to them, and pertain to the following):

However, despite all of it, you do notice something missing.

Other than more pigeons flying about, you find the projection makes no
attempt to portray any kind of inhabitants along the areas below.

Now nearing nearly a minute or so of travel time, you then see the tram enter into another tunnel,
followed by the windows reverting back to normal and the sight of you pulling into a new station,

in a new Spire.



Still looking out the now normal window, you see the Transit area of the new Spire is nearly identical to
the last one, along with just as many people traversing through out it to their respected destinations.

Coming to a stop at the center of the station, you also see another mass of humanity line
up just outside of the tram’s doorways, and upon opening, you are giving the choice of either

disembarking, or staying on for another trip.

Deciding to explore more of the Spire at hand, you proceed to exit with everyone else.

Again another scene of “orderly chaos,” you swap places with those who where waiting on the
platform, followed by the tram doors closing behind you only seconds later as you are one of the

last to leave.  In all, the entire event gives off the vibes of being inside a well tuned machine.

Not ones to stand around unless they have to, the mass of people then begins to move towards
the station’s exit which heads back down to the main level of the Transit hub, and not wanting to
stick out like a sore thumb (though, the player can do whatever they want, including reverting to
sphere mode if they so desire, causing an appropriate response from the surrounding crowds),

you continue to follow along with their movements.

Now down below the station, you begin to break from the mass as they, for the most part,
continue on to the opposite side of the space where you presume another entrance

to this Spire’s Residency Block is located within the circulation core.

Though you could try your luck again at one of the scanners, so as to get into the Residency Block,
of course, aid from the unknown message sender from earlier is most likely at play here, you turn

your attention back to the bank of express elevators which you recall had one more level to access,
the so called “Sky Loft.”

Joining with the remaining handful of people who also broke away from the mass who left the
tram station so as to head for the express elevators, you soon move to the 1 level high overlook

they are located on and begin to wait for a lift to open up.

Like on the tram platform, you see the people around you again keep to themselves
and their technological devices as they wait, at least, the adults anyways.

Still waiting, you observe another child, a small boy roughly 8 or so, standing next to another
male who looks to be in their early teens, his brother perhaps, along with an older man, in their

50’s, the parent most likely, situated in between them.

All keeping to themselves like the rest at first, not long passes before the youngest of the two boys
catches a glance at you and proceeds to pull his respected personal tech device away from his gaze,

while at the same time, both the older man and brother continue to look intently at their personal devices.

Seemingly enthralled with you, probably due to the fact that you too are not engaged in interacting
with your own personal device, the boy continues to look upon you until the lift just ahead of his

group opens, followed by him being ushered into to it and out of view.

Clearing out the waiting crowd, you think to join them, however, just as the last of them enter into the
lift, the one directly next to you (dependent on player position) gives off a “ding,” followed by it opening

a second later and showing itself to be completely empty of passengers.
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With the nearly full lift on the verge of closing, you choose to enter into the empty one instead,
followed by its doors closing behind you shortly thereafter, leaving you all alone inside.

Like before, the lift does not begin to move on its own,
prompting you to press the “Sky Loft” button yourself.

(The player can return to the lower “Lobby,” though, if they want)

However, as you make the selection, you notice
the following, “oddity” on the control panel:

Continuing on with pressing the “Sky Loft” button, the lift then begins to rise up
towards the top of the Transit area, increasing in speed with every passing moment,

until finally it enters into the ceiling structure.

Blocking your view for only a handful of seconds, you re-emerge
into the next area, the core of the first Residency Block.

Looking around, you see both the shaft and most of the circulation core you are rising
through is now composed of nothing but glass (super structure of steel is exposed within it, along

with what also look to be the steam pipes from the subway tunnels), just like the lift itself, allowing you
to see the other lifts that are rising and descending the Spire, as well as even the emergency stairwells.

As for the Residency Block that surrounds it, you see the floors are offset from the core,
with only small bridge like areas stretching out to meet the express elevator banks

and stairwells at each respected level.

The levels themselves do little though to reveal the ways of life of the residents as
most of the balcony areas that round the core display nothing but walkway spaces and dense
gardens and other foliage, as it would appear this area of the block deals with food production

for the inhabitants (autonomous equipment can also be seen moving about as some of the plants
are harvested and cared for).  You even make note of several rays of light emanating from somewhere

up above, most likely from another use of projections to produce artificial sunlight within the space.

Now reaching peak speed, the lift enters into the next ceiling structure after
passing what seemed to be several dozens of Residency floors and a bright area of light at

the very top (too bright to discern any details), no doubt the source of the space’s illumination.

Reverting back to blunt works of concrete and steel super structure, darkness engulfs
the inside of the lift once again for another couple of moments, followed by you

feeling the lift starting to slow in its ascent.

Exponentially decreasing its speed, you continue to remain in darkness, when finally,
you see the lift then slowly rise into a new glass encased core section and a new level, with

the following projected along the curvature of the exterior wall directly ahead,
as the lift comes to a stop seconds later:



Stepping out of the lift, you begin to look out upon the projected view and realize that the
scene presented is not that of New York, but rather somewhere coastal, with the urban sprawl

giving way to a large body of water, most likely an ocean.

You also notice the people from the other lift are nowhere to be seen, though as you turn
around while observing the rest of the projection along the curvature of the exterior wall,

you find roughly half of the group clustered around the only free standing structure that occupies
the space on the opposite side of it (the rest is completely open to the projection view,

with a few tables and chairs scattered about).

(Note: All of this can be viewed prior to exiting the lift since the core surrounding it is all glass)

Getting closer, you discover the following signage slowly spinning above the structure:

And past it, within the projection of the exterior wall, you see the same skyline of Los Angeles
off in the distance, along with the surrounding metropolitan area and even the “HOLLYWOOD” sign.

Nearing the closest batch of people at the Cafe, you find no signs of the child from earlier, and
get no response or glances from any of the adults who are currently “conversing” around the structure.
(Now just a mix between drinking, eating a bite from something far more appealing than a “Nutrigel,”

and looking at their personal tech device)

Of which, appears to be a completely automated establishment (think Back to the Future’s “Cafe 80s”),
with several pieces of pristine LA memorabilia displayed all throughout it (mostly 20th Century sports

and celebrity items).

Not getting anything of note from the people, you approach one of the counters (design wise the
entire structure is enclosed by one continuous counter, with a core structure in the center which
houses the automated equipment), and upon doing so, are approached by one of the several

small displays attached to a metallic arm that extends out from the automation core.

A few seconds later, it “writes” out the following:

Scanning
(Short pause, followed by it typing out)

ERROR

UNABLE TO COMPILE DIET PROFILE

Following another brief pause, the arm then swings away so as to serve someone else in need.



COMMERCE BLOCK

Left isolated yet again, you turn your attention away from the Cafe
and begin to take another look around the rest of the Sky Loft.

As noted before, nothing else inhabits the space other than the Cafe and some tables
and chairs that surround it, however, looking over the metallic floor more closely does
provide you with some details of what the space may have looked like in times prior.

All around the last pocket of space you’ve yet to walk through in the loft, you notice
some of the panels in the floor are more polished and clean than others, with many

of them in alignments that suggest other structures, of far greater complexity in comparison
to the Cafe, once occupied the space, but have since been removed.

Beyond that though, you gather nothing else of note from the rest of the area.

Still keeping to themselves in the Cafe, you decide to turn back to the circulation core where
you find another entrance similar to the one for the Residency Block, though this time, with

the following label:

Also courted off by more scanners and turn styles, your past experience allows you to
put any heavy contemplation behind you as you presume your “unknown aid” will grant

you access, for nothing else could explain what happened before.

You also see no other way forward other than back down,
and thus proceed to one of the scanners.

Just like before, save for a disgruntled crowd behind you this time, a brief pause is observed
after your right hand is scanned, followed by it glowing green and you successfully walking through

the turnstile and into the small bank of stairs and lifts that head up to the next area.

Though composed of all glass as well, your sight of what lies above only continues up
to where the structure terminates at the ceiling that separates the loft and the next level, but seeing

as the area is only 2 or so stories high, you choose to use the stairs rather than one of the lifts,
at least to the main level of the Commerce Block.

Now walking up one of the two stairs (one on the left of the bank of lifts and another on the right),
it only takes the ascension up two flights until the silent and calm of the Sky Loft is replaced by

the returning sounds of traversing masses of Humanity from up above.

As well as the dings, chimes, and an assortment of other sounds of the marketplace.



A NORM COMPANY

New Outlets

Coming Soon!

Reaching the top, or rather, the landing that heads out to the ground floor of the
Commerce Block, darkness within the stairwell soon gives way to more bright lights,

though with a little more mood and color this time around, in contrast to the
more “natural” artificial lighting for the Residency Block and Sky Loft.

Walking out, you find the layout to be nearly identical to the block before,
with the circulation core being mostly glass in the center and the numerous levels of shops,

restaurants, and other outlets of leisure and luxury offset around it.

You also see the masses of people moving about in a manner just like those from the Transit
area, all keeping to themselves as they move between their respected areas of interest, and
all at least carry something akin to a consumer good or a personal tech device of some kind.

However, instead of mostly silence from them, a few incoherent echoes from people conversing
somewhere up above are heard from time to time, their sparseness coupled with the sight

of the shear amount of people traversing all around making things all the more eerie.

As for the places of commerce themselves, you continue to look around the ground
level, and among the array of outlets you see within the ring like layout, you do find one

area that is both lacking in people traffic and any kind of proper lighting, along with
its main entry way gated off and the following signage over what looks to be the

former tenant of the space (thanks to fading along the wall where physical
pieces of a three dimensional sign once resided):

Seeing no clear way of getting around the gate, so as to satisfy your never ending curiosity,
you decide to turn your attention back to the rest of the block (though, a more persistent player

may be able to find a way).

Yet, right as you think to explore the rest of the marketplace, you hear another “ding” come from
the circulation core, but as you look back over at the bank of lifts within it, you find none have

opened in response.

Confused, you move to investigate further, and as you do, you see one shaft inside the mostly glass
core hidden within the steel super structure (also has more steam pipes along it), and as you follow it down

to the opposite side of the core, you find a lonely empty lift just waiting to be used, along with its
interior design as being “opaque,” rather than all glass like the others.



Entering the lift, you immediately take note of its luxurious wood paneling
finish and the polished stainless steel control panel.  Of which, is a “minimalist”
design, with only non-labeled buttons (other than what is on the button itself)

and a Norm “N” insignia engraving atop it.

Having seen most of everything in the Spire already, you decide to continue your
ascension to the very top, and proceed to push the “A” button (again, in a gentle manner).

Finally closing its doors only after making your selection, a short pause is observed before
the lift begins to rise (a gradual acceleration, rather than a jolt like the other lifts), and thanks

to its enclosed design, you are left waiting in an isolated state.

However, after a handful of seconds come and go, you find the interior of the lift is not truly
what it appears to be and are quickly engulfed in light as each of the panels begin to project

a scene around the lift.

Dimming a moment later, the projection begins to become clear, and as you look out into it, you
observe a structure of what looks to be of wrought iron construction, now passing by the outside of

the lift, with the background appearing to be the metropolitan sprawl of a “pristine” modern day Paris.
Even the sounds of high altitude wind gusts and the creaking of the surrounding structure, which

can only be the Eiffel tower, are provided.

Experiencing the scene for a few more moments, the panels then brighten once again as you appear
to reach the top, and upon returning to their “original” wood finish, the lift’s doors soon open, followed

by the following signage being the first prominent thing you see overhead the new space:

A D M I N I S T R A T I O N



A double height space, its size is comparable to an average mansion’s entry foyer, with
a second level loft like space being seen just behind the “ADMINISTRATION” sign with

a subtle dull reddish glow coming in from somewhere out of view.

Aesthetic wise, more wood paneling dominates the walls, with marble making up the
flooring (overall, think Dishonored 2’s “Clockwork Mansion”), and low level mood lighting,

causing the Admin sign’s glow to be the brightest thing in the space.

You also make note of several display cases along the left and right walls, with
the contents inside them all having to do with antique hardware.

From telegraphs, typewriters, and what look to be older models of the terminals
you’ve seen before, to even a World War 2 Enigma Machine, the entire collection

seems to document the evolution of communication devices.

Though, as nice as it is to look over the gallery like space, you begin to notice
the polished stainless steel doors directly under the Admin sign are impassable,

with no other obvious ways to proceed deeper into the area.

Of course, a few moments later, your other self decides to lend a hand.

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

ABNORMAL ELECTROSTATIC ACTIVITY DETECTED

(Short pause)

COMPILING VISUALIZATION

Seconds later, your field of view begins to change into a state similar to what you
see when conducting sound wave visualizations, only now, what you observe are

the pulses of energy flowing through the electrical wiring in the space.  And out of the
multitudes of lines you see all throughout the walls, one in particular catches your gaze.

Originating from the double doors, you see a massive power line move down into the marble floor,
then to the side and into a nearby wall panel.  And as you get closer to it, you realize some of the

energy that is pulsating out from it is managing to “leak” slightly from one of the panel’s edges,
suggesting to you that it may be possible to break it free.

Moving up to the panel so as to get your hands on it, you feel for the edge in question and
manage to get your fingers into a slight opening, followed by you pulling as hard as you

can, which in turn, causes the panel to break away from the rest of the wall.

Now exposed, you see the power line inside is actually a collection of several different colored
wires, with some branching off at the bottom and heading off to other areas within the space

(also have less energy pulsing from them).

Contemplating what to do next, you figure the lines that are pulsing the most intensely are
the ones supplying power to the door’s locking mechanism, and if somehow cut, could perhaps

unlock it.  As for the other wires, you figure not to push your luck.

In response to all this, your other self provides another useful message:

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

HARD LIGHT CONDUCTIVITY UNRELIABLE

SUGGEST ACQUISITION OF EXTERNAL MATERIAL
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Taking the suggestion, you forgo just using your hard light projected hands to cut
the wiring, and instead look around the room for something more useful.

Eying the display cases, you figure a shared of glass should do the trick, and you proceed to break one
with ease with your arm, followed by you picking up a shard of sizable length to use as a cutting tool.

Returning to the collection of wires, you then make short work of the electrified wires, with
your energy visualization showing the pulse line heading to the double doors disappearing and a

subtle unlocking noise being heard from them as the electromagnetic locking mechanism is deactivated.

Moving to the doors, you find all they require now is a simple push to
pass through them, and upon doing so, you enter into the next space.

Roughly twice the size of the entry foyer, the space seems to be a mix of reception and working
areas, with the main desk you see the moment you enter having the “Codex Software” logo across it

(self illuminating) and a spiral staircase behind it that leads up to the loft space you saw earlier.
(more of the subtle reddish glow can be seen entering into the space from up above).

As for the surrounding office like desks, you find more modern day terminals upon them, and though
no one appears to be currently occupying the space, all are active, with their respected programs

executing functions, giving the impression some form of automation is at work.  You even see all of the
desk chairs on a dolly off to the side of the double doors you just entered in from, presumably in preparation

for them to be permanently removed from the space due to them no longer being needed.

Before heading up to the next level, you decide to take a look around the back area of the office space, and
as you pass to the other side of the small dividing wall that resides behind the spiral stairs, you find

a giant display, with the following information presented upon it:

While still looking over the display, you begin to hear a voice from somewhere overhead.

Male voice over the office’s PA system (Older, 70’s or so)
"Helluva relationship, isn't it?"

(Short pause as you start to look around)

"Don't bother... (slight chuckle)... then again, don't stop.  Not yet."



Tom,

Consider this my seal of approval

for your new, and perhaps final, release.

Congrats,
JL

Adding nothing more, silence returns to the environment, and you decide to head upstairs.

Reaching the top, you quickly realize the upper floor is dedicated to living spaces, with secluded
rooms being seen to both your left and right, while directly ahead is the overlook to the entry foyer.

Getting closer to one of the rooms, you find it to be a bedroom that includes a massive
bed that has not been made after what looks to be only a single occupant has slept in it.

As for the other room, you discover a small private office space with a single desk at its
center, along with another set of wood paneling behind it, which you assume are more

projection screens that currently in “normal” mode.

You also make note of an inactive terminal, and a note next to it which reads the following:
(with two small holes in it, as if something had been pinned on to it)

Back in the loft, you head towards the area that resides beyond
the dividing wall behind the stairs, and upon passing it, you at last identify

the source of the reddish glow that dominates the space.

An open space that leads out to the curved exterior of the Spire, you see nothing
but what must be the real outside’s smog cover out through it, now a mixture of
red and orange as day begins to turn to dusk.  And though you can’t see much

of anything through the smog, the sight of it gusting past the structure due to your
current altitude is clearly visible.

Now closer to the edge, you also find another stairwell that rides up along the exterior
structure (on the inside, in a giant low grade curve), and seeing as you observe no

other means of progressing forward, you begin to head up even further.

Unknown Male Voice (same as before)
(From up above after a couple seconds of traversal)

“What are you looking for?”

(Short pause as you continue to ascend)

“What are we looking for?”



Returning to silence, though, the subtle noises from the winds gusting outside are
noticeable, you continue to ascend, until finally, you reach the top, which leads you out into

nothing but a wide open space that has an unobstructed 360 degree view of the exterior
structure of the Spire as it comes to point roughly three stories above you.

And on the opposite side of the space, you find a lonely desk that looks out upon the
view outside, which includes the tops of other Spires piercing through the smog clouds that
cover Manhattan, in addition to the tops of the over century old World Trade Center towers

(still standing in this “world”), with the moon and its “rings” just visible through the
now totally dusk colored sky in the background.

However, in the end, its the figure who is standing just behind the desk, his gaze fixated on the
scene outside and appearance cast in silhouette to you, that catches most of your attention.

(While you walk towards him)

Unknown Male
“What drives you?...”

(Slight chuckle and slightly turns back to you)

“So simple, I suppose.”

(Returns to looking outside)

“But what of us, then?...”

(Short pause as you near a few meters from the desk)

“Perhaps an ask for forgiveness... (voice begins to become distorted)
...wouldn’t be a bad place to start...”

Now at the desk, you then see the figure disappear, having been nothing but a projection the whole time.

And as you reach the front of the desk and turn back to the chair, you find a body slouched down in it, a man in
what looks to be nightwear, with his face pale and shriveled, and a small Norm “N” pin in the palm of his hand.

The next moment, you receive the following message:

ABNORMAL ENERGY SIGNATURE DETECTED

A second later, you see static begin to pulse from the terminal on the desk, followed by it
bursting out and your vision becoming distorted, with your field of view   going completely dark

shortly thereafter.



SIGNAL LOST

(Short pause)

ATTEMPTING REACQUISITION...

(Modest pause)

ERROR

NO STANDBY SIGNAL DETECTED

(Short pause)

ATTEMPTING REACQUISITION...

(Modest pause)

STANDBY SIGNAL ACQUIRED

UPDATING AVAILABLE COORDINATES

40 33' 20" N   73 53' 07" W

REQUEST OLYMPUS SIGNALS

(Note: At this time, the player is giving the opportunity to return to Olympus so as to explore
some more.  In fact, this may in the end be forced to be done while "Zero" attempts

to acquire the Earth based Cognition Sphere signal in the background, since a
passage of time is required for the next sequence to make sense)

Deciding to go directly back to Earth, you select the new coordinates,
followed by your other self continuing with:

SIGNAL LOCKED

ACTIVATING HARD LIGHT PROJECTORS

(End of Chapter One)
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